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SOMMAR IO
Questo lavoro riguarda un’indagine numerica e sperimentale di profili di tur-
bine eoliche per bassi numeri di Reynolds in condizioni di stallo e post-stallo.
Una verifica dei modelli semi empirici per alti angoli di attacco, precisamente il
Viterna-Corrigana e l’AERODAS di Spera, è richiesta per consolidare l’affidabilità
dei dati di ingresso per i codici di calcolo delle prestazioni delle turbine eoliche
ad asse verticale (in inglese VAWT) basati sulla teoria dell’elemento di pala e del-
la quantità di moto (in inglese BEM) e in aggiunta la predizione delle prestazioni
per le turbine eoliche ad asse orizzontale (in inglese HAWT) per le quali un con-
trollo di stallo passivo deve essere garantito da un’affidabile distribuzione dei
coefficienti aerodinamici in post-stallo. Una grossa sfida è costituita dal basso
numero di Reynolds relativo al fenomeno (considerando VAWT per installazione
urbana e piccola taglia di generazione di potenza elettrica) e la presenza di un
possibile stallo indotto da esplosione di bolla laminare. In caso in cui non si os-
servi un effetto della bolla laminare sul comportamento allo stallo, è comunque
presente una forte dipendenza del massimo coefficiente di portanza ottenibile
dalla intensità di turbolenza. Viene prestata inoltre attenzione alle condizione
operative non pulite di una VAWT come quelle presenti lontano nel tempo dal
periodo di manutenzione in cui una transizione dal regime di flusso laminare
al turbolento si può supporre essere promossa dall’accumulo di materiale di de-
posito e sporcizia sulla regione del bordo d’attacco della pala. Simulazioni di
fluidodinamica numerica (CFD) usandola libreria OpenFOAM ed un modello di
turbolenza con transizione sono usate come confronto dei risultati sperimentali
derivanti dalla campagna di prove condotta nella galeria del vento a camera di
prova chiusa del Dipartimento di Ingegneria Industriale della Università degli
Studi di Napoli “Federico II”, per condizioni di transizione libera e bloccata. Un
successivo confronto con gli esperimenti dell’Università di Delft è sttao fatto per
numeri di Reynolds simili, ed inoltre, un’analisi dell’effetto del bloccaggio at-
traverso un’altra campagna di prove nella galleria a camera di prova aperta è
stata condotta per capire l’influenza delle pareti della galleria sul secondo picco
del coefficiente di portanza e sul massimo valore del coeffciente di resistenza.
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ABSTRACT
This work concerns a numerical and experimental investigation of low Reynolds
number wind turbine airfoils under stall and post-stall conditions. A verifica-
tion of high angle of attack semi empirical models, namely Viterna-Corrigan and
Aerodas from Spera, is needed to assess the input data reliability for Blade Ele-
ment Momentum (BEM) based Vertical Axis Wind Turbine (VAWT) performance
code and also the performance predictions for Horizontal Axis Wind Turbine
(HAWT) where passive stall control must be guaranteed by a reliable post-stall
aerodynamic coefficients distribution. A great challenge is inherited by the low
Reynolds number related to the phenomenon (considering VAWT for urban in-
stallation and small size generation) and the presence of possible laminar bubble
burst induced stall. In case for which no laminar bubble promotion is observed
on the stall behavior, still a strong dependency on turbulence intensity is present
for the maximum lift coefficient attainable. Attention is also paid to not clean
VAWT operating conditions as those occurring far from maintenance period in
which a transition from laminar to turbulent flow regime could be supposed
to be promoted by dirty material accumulation on the blade leading edge region.
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations using OpenFOAM library and
a transitional turbulence model are used as a comparison for the experimen-
tal results derived from the test campaign conducted in the closed test section
wind tunnel facility of the Department of Industrial Engineering of University
of Naples, for both free and fixed transition condition. A further comparison
with Delft University experiments is performed for similar Reynolds number,
and moreover, an analysis of blockage effect by means of another test campaign
in the open test section wind tunnel facility is conducted to understand the influ-
ence of wind tunnel walls on secondary lift coefficient peak and maximum drag
coefficient value.
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1 INTRODUCT ION
A verification of the more common high angle of attack semi empirical models,
i.e. Viterna-Corrigan and Aerodas from Spera, is needed to assess the input data
reliability for Blade Element Momentum (BEM) based Vertical Axis Wind Turbine
(VAWT) performance code and also the performance predictions for Horizontal
Axis Wind Turbine (HAWT) where passive stall control must be guaranteed by a
reliable post-stall aerodynamic coefficients distribution [71, 72]. In Figure 1 the
normal operating condition for a small size VAWT is depicted so that the large
angle of attack variation could be easily figured out. This is due to the great influ-
ence of the low Reynolds number related to the phenomenon (considering VAWT
for urban installation and small size generation) and the presence of possible lam-
inar bubble burst induced stall. In case for which no laminar bubble promotion is
observed on the stall behavior, still a strong dependency on turbulence intensity
is observed for the maximum lift coefficient attainable [14].
A
B
C
V∞ Ω
R
ΩR
V∞
Veff,A
αA
ΩR
V∞
Veff,B
αB
ΩR
V∞
Veff,C αC
Figure 1: VAWT scheme for operating condition
Attention is also paid to not clean VAWT operating conditions as those occur-
ring far from maintenance period in which a transition from laminar to turbulent
flow regime could be supposed to be promoted by dirty material accumulation
on the blade leading edge region. The needs of investigating low Reynolds num-
ber flow, such that the flow-field is mostly laminar or transitional, has lead us
to take in consideration the use of a transition model. However, in this work
a different transition model as been used, which is available in OpenFOAM li-
brary (starting from 2.1.0 release [43]), developed by Walters and Cokljat [83]
and known as kT − kL −ω model, not very far from the model presented in the
same year by Taghavi-Zenouz et al. [67]. The transition model used throughout
1
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the simulations performed is the one developed by Walters and Cokljat [83] as
implemented in OpenFOAM 2.1.0 library and further release. For so called two-
equation models, two additional transport equations are solved to obtain the
turbulence quantities used to compute the eddy viscosity. For example, a k−ω
model form, which forms the basis for the used model, solves equations for the
turbulent kinetic energy kT and for the inverse time-scale ω (also interpreted as
the specific dissipation rate). In this method, an additional transport equation is
included in order to represent pre-transitional (i. e. non-turbulent) velocity fluc-
tuations, namely a kL equation for laminar fluctuation energy. We will refer in in
the following to a kT − kL −ω model. The numerical treatment of airfoil rough-
ness is not been introduced in the turbulence modelling imposing somehow the
transition onset (as it is possible with the codes XFOIL [17], MSES [18], RFOIL
[74]), neither by switching to a fully turbulent model as the Spalart-Allmaras one
[64, 3], instead by means of a mesh block directly representing the step-shape
of a transition trip in 2D in a way similar to what has been done for stall strips
by Zahle [85]. The first semi-empirical post-stall model is the one developed by
Viterna and Corrigan [78, 79] correcting airfoil characteristics for use with blade
element-momentum theory. The airfoil data below stall is corrected for the finite
length of the blade. This approach appears to account for the induced effects bet-
ter than classical blade element-momentum theory alone, particularly for highly
loaded low aspect ratio blades, resulting in nearly constant power in high winds
and showing good agreement with experimental data from several rotor configu-
rations [44, 45, 46]. The second semi-empirical post-stall model is the AERODAS
model [66] where an empirical approach is applied, in which the trends of test
data are identified for a wide variety of airfoils and for the Unsteady Aerody-
namics Experiment (UAE) wind turbine. These trends are then modelled by a
set of algebraic equations based on the best fit of the model to available test data
and not on aerodynamic theory. The lift and drag properties of infinite- and
finite-length circular cylinders and thin plates are also modelled by these same
empirical equations. Other semi empirical extrapolations were suggested besides
these two, as the one of Sheldahl and Kilmas [59, 60], extensively discussed in
other more recent works [52, 84], but they’re not been considered because of the
greater reliability assessed by some simulation codes (FAST [20], GH Bladed [22])
on the Viterna-Corrigan. The airfoil models are horizontally mounted and instru-
mented with staggered pressure ports on the midspan surface, while the force
measurements are accomplished by force balance for lift and pitching moment.
A double measurements system, composed by both force and pressure sensors
has been adopted, thus having an integral description of lift coefficient avoiding
the problem of local flow condition because of stall cells at high angle of attack,
while keep tracking via the pressure taps on the body the pressure coefficient CP
chord-wise distribution describing the laminar bubble position and importance,
and finally capturing the drag coefficient value in post-stall region.
As aforementioned the direct application of this study focuses on the good
description of wind turbine behaviour in off-design operating condition, as for
HAWT, and starting condition, as for VAWT that would normally experience low
starting performance due to stalled condition in which operate the blades. Con-
versely, the HAWT will reliably self start at low wind speeds, and produce a
useful output at average Italy wind speeds (around 4 m/s for most of the coun-
try, can be up to 7 m/s on higher ground in the south and on the islands Sicily
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and Sardinia) even though this value is below rated speeds for most designs [76].
Certainly for a large turbine intended for use in a wind farm, a HAWT would
be the most sensible choice, but for smaller installations, VAWTs have several
advantages [7]. Thanks to their vertical axis, heavy generation equipment can
be located on the ground. Impossible without gearing on a HAWT, which re-
duces efficiency and increases the likelihood of a breakdown, this is desirable as
it not only reduces the strength required in the supporting mast, but also eases
the maintenance process considerably; it negates the need to climb to a nacelle
mounted generator [24]. The installation process is also simplified, the generator
being the heaviest single component. Yaw mechanisms are another component
which are acceptable on larger turbines where they can easily be actively con-
trolled, but on smaller examples passive, wind-vane style controls would be used,
which are aerodynamically damaging to the flow through the blades. Whether
active or passive, the mechanisms can be unresponsive in sudden changes of
flow direction, common in flow around buildings; if they hold the turbine only
a few degrees out of optimum position loss of efficiency can be considerable [5].
Since VAWTs have no need for yawing, accepting as they do wind from any di-
rection, these problems are avoided. VAWTs are usually mounted in the slower,
less laminar air movements close to ground level, unlike loftier HAWTs. Uneven
landscapes and other obstacles, such as housing and trees, are to blame for these
flow conditions. Low mounting is often presented as a disadvantage when com-
pared to HAWTs, but it makes VAWTs ideal for rooftop mounting in an urban
environment. Since λ values are lower that HAWTs, they create less aerodynamic
noise too, another important consideration when mounting to buildings [47]. A
critical issue of VAWT lies in the cyclical nature of the wind loading on individ-
ual blades and supports could be very damaging over time; loading on HAWT
blades is constant throughout rotation. There may also be problems with aero-
dynamic efficiency compared to that of HAWTs - modern examples of which
achieve figures of 42%, though previous studies have found values to be similar.
By far the biggest hindrance to VAWTs is their starting problems. Though motion
is induced well enough even in light breezes, in winds with speeds below their
rated value λ values are poor; HAWTs produce useful outputs for speeds well
below that at which they are rated.
In Figure 2 both a micro VAWT for house roof installation1 and a 60 kW
HAWT2 are shown: for the latter case the author has been since his Master’s
Thesis project in the aerodynamic design of the blade[12]. Good characteristics
for micro-generation installations are of particular importance in Italy, thanks
to the implemented government policy. In the past, renewable energy installa-
tions have usually been large, public ventures; now the government is looking
to individuals and businesses to make up some of the country’s electricity needs
through smaller schemes with the “Tariffa Fissa Omnicomprensiva” (or “Tariffa
Omnicomprensiva”, TO), that limits to 200 kW the plants size to be fed with
incentives for a maximum of 15 years [49, 51, 29].
A far greater general interest for renewable energy and environment friendly
technology has been fed during the research period as demonstrated by other col-
lateral research conducted concerning morphing winglet for pollution reduction
in commercial aircraft transportation [15], and moreover a certain knowledge of
1 http://www.cleanenergywisconsin.com/wind.php
2 http://www.eolart.it/it/installazioni.aspx?l=it#
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(a) Micro VAWT for house installation (b) EOL-CK-60
Figure 2: VAWT and HAWT of size compatible for incentive feeding
optimization procedure has been achieved in the meanwhile [9, 10, 11] giving
some good perspective for an integrated design for both HAWT and VAWT that
would be based on reliable post-stall data whit some chance of further develop-
ment in dedicated airfoil design as illustrated in [8].
This thesis is articulated as follows: in Chapter 2 the numerical, semi-empirical
and experimental methodology is illustrated, in Chapter 3 the results from both
experiments, post-stall model application and CFD analysis are presented and
finally in Chapter 4 the conclusions are summarized.
4
2 METHOD
2.1 NUMERICAL METHODOLOGY
The needs of investigating low Reynolds number flow, such that the flow-field is
mostly laminar or transitional, has lead us to take in consideration the use of a
transition model.
Even if with the S–A and k–ω SST models it is not possible to predict the
transition point to agree with the real physical transition, some recommendations
for free stream turbulence levels have been made [55, 65]. Such suggestions
were not based upon matching free stream turbulence levels from wind tunnel or
flight, but rather upon considerations related to preserving potential cores and
maintaining the integrity of the turbulence quantities throughout the boundary
layers .
The author has investigated the possibility to achieve a fair agreement between
the S–A and k–ω SST turbulence methods acting on Turbulence Intensity for k–ω
SST for the free stream boundary condition. In [13] the Spalart Allmaras method
[64] in its standard form has been used for the calculations shown in this work,
modifying the turbulence Intensity to very low values, such that a bubble forma-
tion, separation and transition to turbulence flow condition could be observed.
The turbulence intensity values used in the approach of Menter [41, 31] are re-
lated strictly to the one foreseeable in wind tunnel testing. This method of pre-
dicting transition is based upon experimental correlations that usually relate the
free-stream turbulence intensity and the local pressure gradient to the transition
momentum thickness Reynolds number, defined as Reθ = ρθU0/µ, where θ is
the momentum thickness and U0 the local free stream velocity. Such task is even
more complicated in modern CFD methods based on non structured grid (used
to approximate complex geometries) and parallel calculation, in which the infor-
mation must be shared on different machine, since the integration of boundary
layer parameters would result very difficult.
As detailed in [42, 30], the transition model is based on two transport equa-
tions: a transport equation for intermittency, used to trigger transition locally;
and a second transport equation that computes the transition onset momentum–
thickness Reynolds number. The essential part of the model lies in the second
transport equation that links the empirical correlation to the onset criteria in the
intermittency equation, coupled with SST k–ω model of Menter [40]. This model
is known as γ−Reθ transition model.
However, in this work a different transition model as been used, which is
available in OpenFOAM library (starting from 2.1.0 release [43]), developed by
Walters and Cokljat [83] and known as kT − kL −ω model, not very far from the
model presented in the same year by Taghavi-Zenouz et al. [67].
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2.1.1 kT − kL −ω transition model
The transition model used throughout the simulations performed is the one de-
veloped by Walters and Cokljat [83] as implemented in OpenFOAM 2.1.0 library
and further release. For so called two-equation models, two additional trans-
port equations are solved to obtain the turbulence quantities used to compute
the eddy viscosity. For example, a k −ω model form, which forms the basis
for the used model, solves equations for the turbulent kinetic energy kT and for
the inverse time-scale ω (also interpreted as the specific dissipation rate). In this
method, an additional transport equation is included in order to represent pre-
transitional (i.e., non-turbulent) velocity fluctuations, namely a kL equation for
laminar fluctuation energy. We will refer in in the following to a kT − kL −ω
model. Some more words on transition-sensitive modelling concept. The pre-
transitional boundary layer is effectively laminar in terms of the mean velocity
profile. For free stream turbulence intensities less than about 1%, the develop-
ment of low amplitude pre-transitional velocity fluctuations is dominated by self
sustained instability mechanisms, namely Tollmien-Schlichting waves [57]. As
free stream turbulence intensity (Tu∞) increases, the mean velocity in the pre-
transitional boundary layer becomes noticeably distorted from the typical Blasius
profile, with an increase in momentum in the inner region and a decrease in the
outer, even for Tu∞ as low as about 1% [37]. This shift in mean velocity pro-
file is accompanied by the development of relatively high-amplitude stream-wise
fluctuations, which can reach intensities several times the free stream level [28].
This process results in an augmentation of skin friction and heat transfer in the
pre-transitional region, and eventually leads to transition through the breakdown
of the stream-wise fluctuations. This process is known as bypass transition. The
pre-transitional fluctuations leading to bypass transition are due to the presence
of low frequency / low amplitude stream-wise vortices in the boundary layer,
and appear as “streaky structures” in flow visualizations, direct numerical simu-
lations [27], and large-eddy simulations [32].
Since the total fluctuation energy in the model is comprised of the sum of kL
and kT , the transfer of energy from one to another is appropriately interpreted
as energy redistribution rather than production due to interaction with the mean
flow or dissipation due to viscous mechanisms. It is proposed that the relevant
dimensionless quantity responsible for transition inception is the ratio between
the turbulent production time-scale and the molecular diffusion time-scale. The
onset of transition is therefore assumed to occur when the time-scale ratio reaches
a critical value. The natural transition criterion is therefore a function of the
ratio of the Tollmien-Schlichting time-scale to the molecular diffusion time-scale.
These two dimensionless parameters are used to develop the transition-sensitive
damping functions for the turbulence production term in the model equations.
Model equations
Here are introduced the model equations focusing on incompressible single-
phase flow with no body forces, governed by the steady Reynolds-averaged con-
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tinuity and momentum equations, and a linear eddy-viscosity model is adopted
for the Reynolds stresses
ρuiuj −
1
3
ukukδi,j = µTSij. (2.1)
Three additional model transport equations are solved for the turbulent kinetic
energy kT , the laminar kinetic energy kL, and the scale-determining variable ω,
defined here as ω = ε/kT , where ε is the isotropic dissipation. The transport
equations are:
DkT
Dt
= PkT + RBP + RNAT −ωkt −DT
∂
∂xj
[(
ν+
αT
σk
)
∂kT
∂xj
] (2.2)
DkL
Dt
= PkL + RBP + RNAT −DL +
∂
∂xj
[
ν
∂kL
∂xj
]
(2.3)
Dω
Dt
= Cω1
ω
kT
PkT +
(
CωR
fW
− 1
)
ω
kT
(RBP + RNAT )
−Cω2ω
2 +Cω3fωαT f
2
W
√
kT
d3
+
∂
∂xj
[(
ν+
αT
σω
)
∂ω
∂xj
]
.
(2.4)
In the ω equation, the fully turbulent production, destruction, and gradient
transport terms (first, third, and fifth terms on the right-hand side of Eq. 2.4)
are analogous to the similar terms in the kT and kL equations and are similar to
terms that appear in other k−ω model forms. The transition production term
(second term on right-hand side) is intended to produce a reduction in turbulence
length scale during the transition breakdown process. More details on this model
are presented in Appendix A.
Boundary conditions at body
The boundary conditions for the three equation model are similar to those for
more commonly used k−ω and k− ε models. At solid boundaries, the no-slip
condition enforces
kT = kL = 0. (2.5)
A zero-normal-gradient condition is used for ω
∂ω
∂η
= 0, (2.6)
where η is the wall-normal coordinate direction. Note that the wall boundary
condition (Equation 2.6) is substantially different from that commonly used in
other k−ω model forms. The reason for this is that, in most other models, the
value of ω must increase in the viscous sublayer to model the increased level
of dissipation near the wall and to ensure asymptotically correct behavior of the
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model in the near-wall region. The current model adopts an alternative approach
similar to many low-Re k−ω models, in which the increased viscous dissipation
in the sublayer is incorporated into the kL and kT equations through a viscous
wall destruction term (Eq.s A.22,A.23). The product ωkT therefore represents a
scalar isotropic dissipation [82], which approaches zero with O
(
η2
)
as the wall
distance approaches zero. Viscous destruction in the kT and kL equations near
the wall is therefore dominated by the wall destruction terms.
Boundary conditions at inflow
At flow inlets, the values of kT and ω are prescribed exactly analogous to other
two-equation models. The turbulent kinetic energy is often determined based on
the inlet turbulence intensity Tu∞, assuming isotropic free stream turbulence:
Tu∞ =
√
2
3kT
U∞ . (2.7)
The value of the specific dissipation is chosen to coincide with the available
free stream information. For example, if the turbulent length scale or the decay
rate is known, ω may be chosen to reproduce the appropriate free stream condi-
tions. For velocity inlets sufficiently far from solid walls, the inlet flow may be
considered to be completely outside the boundary layer. In that case, the laminar
kinetic energy associated with pretransitional fluctuations is zero. The appropri-
ate inlet boundary condition is therefore kL = 0, and this condition was used for
all of the simulations performed.
Particular care is given to the turbulence quantities settings for the inlet bound-
ary as pointed out by Spalart [65]. In order to achieve a turbulence intensity
comparable with that of the experiments, the free decayment of the turbulence
quantities from the inlet to the airfoil should be taken into account. In the fol-
lowing we denotate with k, ε and P respectively the turbulent kinetic energy,
the turbulent dissipation and the turbulent kinetic energy production, while the
model constants are Cε1, Cε2, σk, and ff". We will achieve the kinematic viscos-
ity information from the turbulent kinetic energy and the turbulent dissipation
values. Considering the solution of k− ε equations
Dk
Dt
= P− ε+
∂
∂xj
[(
ν+
νt
σk
)
∂k
∂xj
]
, (2.8)
Dε
Dt
=
ε
k
(Cε1P−Cε2ε) +
∂
∂xj
[(
ν+
νt
σε
)
∂ε
∂xj
]
, (2.9)
and assuming that when approaching the body only the destruction terms are
active (approximating as Ukx = −ε and Uεx = −Cε2ε2/k), one get the solution
k
ε
=
(
k
ε
)
I
+ (Cε2 − 1)
x
U∞ , (2.10)
where the suffix I stands for “inflow”, x is the distance from the inflow bound-
ary and the body and U∞ the inflow velocity. The solution for the turbulent
quantities are
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k = kI
[
1+ (Cε2 − 1)
( ε
k
)
I
x
U∞
] −1
Cε2−1
, (2.11)
ε = εI
[
1+ (Cε2 − 1)
( ε
k
)
I
x
U∞
] −Cε2
Cε2−1
, (2.12)
νt = νtI
[
1+ (Cε2 − 1)
( ε
k
)
I
x
U∞
]Cε2−2
Cε2−1
, (2.13)
from which one can find the modified turbulent viscosity at the inlet using the
S–A model relation [64]:
ν˜t =
νt
fv1
, (2.14)
fv1 =
χ3
χ3 +C3v1
, (2.15)
where, assuming what suggested in [65], χ = 3, Cv1 = 3.2 so that fv1 ' 0.4517.
In this case, the turbulence intensity is significantly higher than the values
analysed by Spalart [65], so we have considered the Eq. 2.7 to obtain a turbulent
kinetic energy value. Furthermore, this relationship
ε = C
3
4
µk
3
2
exp/c, (2.16)
where Cµ = 0.09 and c is the airfoil chord, was used for determining the
turbulent dissipation, in order to use the system of Equations 2.11–2.13 to find the
inlet value for the turbulent viscosity. The turbulent viscosity from experiments
is related to kinetic energy and dissipation as
νt,exp = Cµ
k2exp
εexp
, (2.17)
Figure 3 helps to understand the procedure involved in estimating from exper-
iments the proper values for turbulent quantities to be set on inflow boundary.
Using Eq.s 2.7,2.16,2.17 one could compute the boundary values to solve the sys-
tem of Eq.s 2.11–2.13 to establish the correct turbulent quantities at the inflow
boundary of the computational domain.
The author in [14] has tested this method comparing it with an experiment for
which three turbulent inflow conditions are generated via three different rectan-
gular grids installed on the nozzle of the wind tunnel with grids width of 25mm
(case A), 50mm (B) and 100mm (C) [58]. The turbulence intensity is defined as
Ti =
σu
u¯
, (2.18)
where u¯ is the mean wind speed and σu the standard deviation.
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k = kI
[
1 + (Cε2 − 1)
(
ε
k
)
I
x
U∞
] −1
Cε2−1
ε = εI
[
1 + (Cε2 − 1)
(
ε
k
)
I
x
U∞
] −Cε2
Cε2−1
νt = νtI
[
1 + (Cε2 − 1)
(
ε
k
)
I
x
U
]Cε2−2
Cε2−1
Decay Equations
Experiment
kexp =
3U2
2
(
Tuexp
100
)2
εexp = C
3
4
µ k
3
2
exp/c
νt,exp = Cµk
2
exp/εexp
Simulation
kINLET
εINLET
νt,INLET
Figure 3: Decay law application
A comparison of the modified turbulent viscosity decay between the theoretical
model and the numerical result has been performed. The modified turbulent
viscosity in the flow-field has been normalized with its value at the body ν˜t,exp
derived from the turbulence intensity that was experimentally measured. Its
value for the different grids is respectively equal to 0.34 (A), 0.56 (B) and 1.05m2/s
(C). This procedure is adopted for the theoretical model and for the numerical
result. Figures 4 and 5 show the turbulent viscosity decaying with and without
the presence of the body.
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Figure 4: Theoretical decay: —Theory (A), - -Theory (B), · · ·Theory (C)
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Figure 5: Theoretical vs. numerical decay for Ti = 3.6%
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2.1.2 Roughness sensitivity
A study on roughness sensitivity has also been performed. The standard rough-
ness (also called sand roughness) is defined for a whole surface covered with
a layer of spheres packed together as dense as possible. The diameter of these
spheres is then called sand roughness height ks [57]. In our case the rough-
ness is introduced nor by sand neither by dust [54], instead via transition trip
[62, 63] collocated in such a chordwise position to avoid laminar bubble forma-
tion at first computed with XFOIL then verified with oil visualization. The effect
of transition trip results in alleviation of laminar bubble-induced unsteadiness
on the airfoil [38] and bubble-induced separation prior to a laminar-to-turbulent
transition [53, 2, 86].
The numerical treatment of airfoil roughness is not been introduced in the
turbulence modelling imposing somehow the transition onset (as it is possible
with the codes XFOIL [17], MSES [18], RFOIL [74]), neither by switching to a
fully turbulent model as the Spalart-Allmaras one [64, 3], instead by means of
a mesh block directly representing the step-shape of a transition trip in 2D in a
way similar to what has been done for stall strips by Zahle [85].
In Figure 6 is sketched the trip used in experiments, with indication of major
geometric parameters that are specified for each airfoil analysed in Table 1.Trip
configuration is close to what arranged in [74, 77] dealing with several airfoils
among which the DU-97-W-300 used here as a test case (see Figure 7 for airfoil
geometry).
Trip begin
Trip end
Trip length
45 deg
Figure 6: Trip schematization with major parameters indication
Airfoil Trip begin Trip length Trip height
NACA 0018 0.1 %c 6.7 %c 0.25 mm
DU-97-W-300 5.0 %c 1.7 %c 0.35 mm
Table 1: Trip parameters for experiments
In Figure 8 are shown detailed view of numerical grid generated by blockMesh
tool for all the analysed airfoils with the same parameters summarised in Table
1.
Figure 7: DU-97-W-300 airfoil geometry
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(a) NACA0018 (b) DU-97-W-300
Figure 8: Trip detail in numerical grid
2.1.3 Simulations set-up
In this subsection are summarized the settings for all the simulations performed.
Both NACA0018 and GT10 airfoils are analysed for three Reynolds numbers
between 1e5 and 3e5 while the reference airfoil for the test case DU-97-W-300 has
been analysed at a Reynolds number of 3e6 for comparison with experimental
data in [74, 77]. Turbulence at inlet is imposed such to realize at the airfoil test
condition, i.e. for all the airfoils a value of about 0.1%. The extensions of the
rectangular computational domain are in all cases proportional to chord length
and equal to 15 chords in all direction starting from the airfoil aerodynamic
centre located at a quarter chord. The inner portion of the domain, close to the
airfoil has a circular shape in order to use the same topology varying the angle of
attack via body rotation, instead of modifying velocity components on boundary.
No interface is present cause the two grid portion are merged together within
blockMesh. Computational grid sizes for each case, in terms of cell number, have
been established after separate sensitivity analyse on aerodynamic coefficients,
keeping the y+ value around 1: the values are summarised in Table 2.
Airfoil Cells Re y+
NACA 0018 107e3 115 . . . 290e3 ∼ 1
NACA 0018 (trip) 86e3 115 . . . 290e3 ∼ 1
GT10 107e3 115 . . . 290e3 ∼ 1
DU-97-W-300 82e3 3e6 ∼ 1
DU-97-W-300 (trip) 125e3 3e6 ∼ 1
Table 2: Computational grid parameters.
The choice of the top-to-bottom dimension H, here equal to 30 chords, is re-
lated to avoid the blockage effects of the wind tunnel walls that also in the nu-
merical simulations would affect the lift and drag coefficient values, especially
and respectively, at the onset of the secondary peak around 45 degrees and at the
maximum value around 90 degrees. In Figure 9 and 10, respectively, the lift and
drag coefficient vs angle of attack are shown: with the continuous line the case
with top and bottom wall such that H/c = 5 is indicated, showing both a higher
peak for lift coefficient post-stall and maximum drag coefficient; with the dashed
line the case with H/c = 5 corrected for blockage effects (see subsection 2.3.1) is
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indicated, clearly exhibit a fairly good agreement with the simulation for which
H/c = ∞ (i. e. no top and bottom wall present) indicated by the dotted line.
This situation exploit the good approximation of a open test section simulation
(i. e. H/c = ∞, no walls) with respect to a more realistic closed test section simu-
lation (i. e. H/c = 5) corrected for blockage effects, that is in contrast with what
stated by Worasinchai [84] (see a more detailed discussion in subsection), even
if the maximum drag coefficient has a maximum value quite different from that
prescribed by flat plate (see Equation 2.35 on 21) theory and several experiments.
0 20 40 60 80 100
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Figure 9: Blockage effect on lift coefficient: — H/c = 5, − − H/c corrected, · · · H/c =∞
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Figure 10: Blockage effect on drag coefficient: — H/c = 5, − − H/c corrected, · · · H/c =∞
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(a) H/c = 5
(b) H/c =∞
Figure 11: Blockage effect on velocity field at 40 degrees for H/c = 5 and H/c =∞
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(a) H/c = 5
(b) H/c =∞
Figure 12: Blockage effect on velocity field at 60 degrees for H/c = 5 and H/c =∞
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(a) H/c = 5
(b) H/c =∞
Figure 13: Blockage effect on velocity field at 70 degrees for H/c = 5 and H/c =∞
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(a) H/c = 5
(b) H/c =∞
Figure 14: Blockage effect on velocity field at 90 degrees for H/c = 5 and H/c =∞
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2.2 SEMI-EMPIRICAL MODELS
In this section two different semi-empirical model are introduced. Both try to
describe the high angle of attack aerodynamic characteristics for airfoil used on
wind turbines. The Viterna-Corrigan is first illustrated as it in 1982 original paper
was formulated, and then the Aerodas method developed by Spera more recently
(2008) is described. Other semi empirical extrapolations were suggested besides
these two, as the one of Sheldahl and Kilmas [59, 60], extensively discussed in
other more recent works [52, 84], but they’re not been considered because of the
greater reliability assessed by some simulation codes (FAST [20], GH Bladed [22])
on the Viterna-Corrigan. Both semi-empirical proposals are firmly based on the
early results of experiments performed on flat plate that seem to be not in good
agreement with what can be achieved through numerical simulations, at least in
two-dimensional case [39, 68, 69].
2.2.1 Viterna-Corrigan
In the work of Viterna and Corrigan [78, 79] a method of correcting airfoil char-
acteristics for use with blade element-momentum theory has been developed.
The airfoil data below stall is corrected for the finite length of the blade. This
approach appears to account for the induced effects better than classical blade
element-momentum theory alone, particularly for highly loaded low aspect ratio
blades. An idealized model for aerodynamic characteristics after stall has been
developed which results in nearly constant power in high winds. This model
shows good agreement with experimental data from several rotor configurations
[44, 45, 46].
Viterna assumes the following expressions for the torque coefficient and torque
CQ = CL sin(α) −CD cos(α), (2.19)
Q ∼ CQV
2
R, (2.20)
where CL,CD are, respectively, the lift and drag coefficient, α the angle of
attack and VR the resultant speed that the blade section (i.e. the airfoil) sees
while rotating. For a constant rotor speed, VΩ, it can also be stated that
Q ∼ CQ
V2R
VΩ
, (2.21)
so that for chord line parallel to plane of rotation it holds
Q ∼
CQ
cos(α)2
, (2.22)
and substituting the Equation 2.19 in it one obtains:
Q ∼
CL cos(α)
cos(α)2
−
CD
cos(α)
. (2.23)
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The post-stall behavior is described with the following equations:
CL,VC = A1 sin (2α) +A2
cos (α)2
sin (α)
, (2.24)
CD,VC = B1 sin (α)
2 +B2 cos (α) , (2.25)
that substituted into Eq. 2.23 give:
Q ∼ (2A1 −B1) sin(α) tan(α) + (A2 +B2). (2.26)
Eq.s 2.24 describes lift coefficient with maximum value at 45 deg and null value
at 90 deg, while 2.25 prescribes a bell shaped drag coefficient with angle of attack
with maximum value at 90 deg: both these equations hold strictly for flat plate
but give only reasonable values for airfoils. Since the measured torque after stall
is independent of wind speed it should be independent also of angle of attack,
taking the derivative with respect to α provides the expressions for the first pair
of model constants as
B1 = CD,max, (2.27)
A1 =
B1
2
=
CD,max
2
, (2.28)
where the maximum drag coefficient is computed with the following expres-
sion based on experimental data for AR 6 50 [25]:
CD,max = 1.11+ 0.018 ·AR. (2.29)
Rearranging Eq.s 2.24 and 2.25 and substituting back into them, respectively,
Eq. 2.28 and 2.27, the second pair of model constants is obtained:
A2 =
(
CL −CD,max sin (α) cos (α)
) sin(α)
cos(α)2
, (2.30)
B2 =
CD −CD,max sin (α)
2
cos (α)
. (2.31)
In order to guarantee continuity at stall Eq.s 2.30 and 2.30 should be rewritten
as
A2 =
(
CL,s −CD,max sin (αs) cos (αs)
) sin(αs)
cos(αs)2
, (2.32)
B2 =
CD,s −CD,max sin (αs)
2
cos (αs)
, (2.33)
where the subscript s denoted the constant value at stall angle of attack. In Fig-
ures 15 and 16 are shown the distribution of lift and drag coefficients as derived
from the formulas proposed in Viterna-Corrigan method.
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Figure 15: Sketch of Viterna-Corrigan lift coefficient distribution (solid line) together with
flate plate theory result (dashed line) for some measurements data (squares)
As stated in Equations 2.24-2.25, the Viterna-Corrigan method consists of two
distribution added up together: a first one, related to A1, B1 coefficients, scale-
similar to flat plate theory results CL,FP, CD,FP as
CL,FP = 2 sin (α) cos (α) = sin (2α) , (2.34)
CD,FP = 2 sin (α)
2 , (2.35)
and a second one, related to A2, B2 coefficients, that guarantees continuity
at stall angle of attack, or in general, at the lowest angle of attack where these
post-stall equations are connected.
In [73] is reported that at angles of attack of 20, 30 and 45 degrees, ideal flat
plate theory results in CL/CD ratios of 2.75, 1.73, and 1.00, respectively. For non-
rotating wings of different aspect ratios [46] the CL/CD ratio closely followed
flat plate theory over the angle of attack range of 30 to 90 degrees. For the
rotating Unsteady Aerodynamics Experiment (UAE) rotor the Cl/Cd ratio at the
five radial stations, at which pressure measurements were acquired closely follow
flat plate theory over the angle of attack range of 20 to 90 degrees. Although
flat plate theory provides guidance for the post-stall CL/CD ratios for angles of
attack in the range of 20 to 90 degrees, wind turbine power calculations are also
dependent on the magnitude of the associated CL and CD. The magnitudes of
these parameters at 20 degrees are airfoil and blade planform dependent. At 20
degrees the rapidly increasing drag dominates the CL/CD ratio. At 90 degrees,
where the lift is close to zero, blade planform or aspect ratio effects dictate the
drag. However, for very large wind turbine blades with airfoil thickness of up
to 40 percent, airfoil thickness also becomes a factor in determining the drag at
90 degrees. The airfoil starts acting more like an ellipse than a flat plate. Non-
rotating semi-span tests [46] found the maximum drag at 90 degrees to decrease
with airfoil thickness over the range of 9 to 18 percent for a given aspect ratio
wing.
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Figure 16: Sketch of Viterna-Corrigan drag coefficient distribution (solid line) together
with flate plate theory result (dashed line) for some measurements data
(squares)
The original Viterna-Corrigan equations shown below require an initial angle
of attack (αs) with its associated drag (CD,s) and lift coefficient (CL,s) along with
a blade aspect ratio (AR). An important requirement is for the Viterna-Corrigan
equations to satisfy flat plate theory. This condition is only satisfied when the
CL/CD at the initial angle of attack agrees with flat plate theory. Otherwise, the
CL/CD at higher angles will not agree with flat plate theory. In addition, results
with the Viterna-Corrigan equations are largely dependent on the magnitude of
the initial values of CL and CD. The blade AR selection is of lesser importance.
The AR is needed for determining a maximum blade drag coefficient (CD,max) at
90 degrees. The AR selection has an effect on post peak power prediction at wind
speeds around 20 m/s with a larger AR resulting in greater high wind speed lift,
drag and power.
The choice of the airfoil’s stall or leading-edge separation angle of attack and
associated drag strongly influence predicted power just after peak power. Viterna-
Corrigan’s equations are based on using the airfoil stall angle at maximum CL
along with the associated maximum CL and CD. Another option is to use the
leading-edge separation angle that corresponds to the local CL minimum just
after maximum CL. Unfortunately, neither one of these options provides usually
a CL/CD for the initial condition of the Viterna-Corrigan equations that satisfy
flat plate theory.
Actual design with Viterna-Corrigan post-stall model
The Viterna-Corrigan post-stall model is based on an assumption of no twisted
blade, and it can guarantee a constant power extraction after normal operating
condition of a HAWT. In principle, it would be possible to adapt this method
also to twisted blades that without any other correction would perform poorly,
as depicted in Figure 17 with the dashed line.
Because of the twist angle uniformly applied along the span, a decrease in the
aerodynamic power curve is obtained. This aspect could corrected by using a
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Figure 17: Effects of blade planform on aerodynamic power vs wind speed: — no pitched
blade, −− 3 degrees pitched blade, 4 3 degrees pitched blade with cambered
airfoil
cambered airfoil (or a more cambered one), that despite the twist angle, would
lead to a similar result as the one obtained for a non twisted blade (see the
triangle curve in Figure 17). From this point of view the Vitern-Corrigan method,
once has been verified its reliability with respect to experimental data, could be
used as a criterion for designing a stall-controlled HAWT blade, suggesting the
proper relationship between section twist angle and airfoil camber.
In Figure 18 the aerodynamic power against the wind speed for a case study
HAWT with different coupling for extrapolation method. The vertical dashed
line marks the beginning of the post-stall model affection on performance.
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Figure 18: Effects of V.C. settings on aerodynamic power vs wind speed: — V.C. last point.,
−− V.C. after stall, · · · V.C. at stall, − ·− V.C. flat plate efficiency constraint
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2.2.2 AERODAS
In the AERODAS model [66] an empirical approach is applied, in which the
trends of test data are identified for a wide variety of airfoils and for the Unsteady
Aerodynamics Experiment (UAE) wind turbine. These trends are then modelled
by a set of algebraic equations based on the best fit of the model to available
test data and not on aerodynamic theory. The lift and drag properties of infinite-
and finite-length circular cylinders and thin plates are also modelled by these
same empirical equations. The development of lift and drag models in this study
extends and broadens previously published work in several areas, as follows:
1. The test data base is significantly broadened to include a wide range of
airfoils, aspect ratios, Reynolds numbers, angles of attack, and the presence
or absence of leading-edge trip strips.
2. Lift and drag behaviour at high angles of attack in the post-stall regime
are not assumed to be the same as the behaviour of flat plates as in earlier
simplified models. Instead, empirical equations are derived based on the
measured behaviour of the airfoils themselves.
3. Airfoil thickness is added to aspect ratio and angle of attack as another
dependent variable in the model equations.
4. Mean and standard deviations of the proposed model from most of the
available airfoil test data are calculated. In this way, the accuracy can be
measured of the assumption that the lift and drag properties of all airfoils
in the post-stall regime can be represented by a single set of models.
5. Wind turbine rotor power and wind tunnel fan pressure rise are calculated
on the basis of model lift and drag coefficients as input to a basic blade
element-momentum (BEM) performance code. Mean and standard devia-
tions from measured power are calculated. This permits quantitative eval-
uation of the assumption that static airfoil lift and drag data can be ap-
plied successfully in BEM performance analyses of rotating turbine and fan
blades.
Input parameters and adjustments for finite aspect ratio
The model input parameters are the angle of attack at which CL1 = 0 for all
aspect ratios, A0 (deg), the angle of attack at maximum pre-stall lift, ACL1’ (deg),
the maximum pre-stall lift coefficient at α = ACL1 ′,CL1max’, the slope of linear
segment of pre-stall lift curve, S1’ (1/deg), the minimum drag coefficient at α =
A0 for all aspect ratios, CD0, the angle of attack at maximum pre-stall drag,
ACD1’ (deg), the maximum pre-stall drag coefficient at α = ACD1 ′, CD1max’.
They should be corrected for finite aspect ratio via the following relations:
α = α ′ + 57.3 ·CL1 ′
(
1+ τ
piAR
)
= α ′ + 57.3 ·CL1 ′ · E [τ] , (2.36)
CD1 = CD1 ′ +CL1 ′2
(
1+ σ
piAR
)
= α ′ +CL1 ′2 · E [σ] , (2.37)
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where CL1’ is the pre-stall lift coefficient for infinite aspect ratio, α ′ is the angle
of attack for infinite aspect ratio for a lift coefficient CL ′ (deg), τ is the empirical
reference term for adjusting angle of attack function of aspect ratio, CD1 ′ is the
pre-stall drag coefficient for infinite aspect ratio at a lift coefficient CL1 ′, σ is the
empirical reference term for adjusting drag coefficient; function of aspect ratio
and E [] is the aspect ratio adjustment function function of τ,σ as
E [τ] =
(
1+ τ
piAR
)
= 0.318AR−0.90, (2.38)
E [σ] =
(
1+ σ
piAR
)
= 0.280AR−0.90, (2.39)
that transform Eq.s 2.36 and 2.37 in
α = α ′ + 18.2CL1 ′ ·AR−0.90, (2.40)
CD1 = CD1 ′ + 0.280CL1 ′2AR−0.90, (2.41)
that help to correct all other input parameters as follows
ACL1 = ACL1 ′ + 18.2CL1max ′ ·AR−0.90, (2.42)
ACD1 = ACD1 ′ + 18.2CL1max ′ ·AR−0.90, (2.43)
S1 =
S1 ′
1+ 18.2S1 ′ ·AR−0.90 , (2.44)
CD1max = CD1max ′ + 0.280CL1max ′2AR−0.90, (2.45)
The fifth input parameter, CL1max’, is adjusted on the basis of the following
empirical equation derived from CL1max test data presented by Ostowari and
Naik [44] for NACA 4415 and 4418 airfoils at four Reynolds numbers, with both
tripped and clean leading edges:
CL1max = CL1max ′
{
0.67+ 0.33 exp
[
−
(
4
AR
)2]}
, (2.46)
Equations for coefficients in the pre-stall regime
The lift coefficient could be computed as
CL,1 = S1(α−α0) − RCL,1
(
α−α0
αCL,1 −α0
)N1
, (2.47)
where RCL,1 is the reduction from extension of linear segment of lift curve to
CL1max and N1 is the exponent defining shape of lift curve at ACL1max, whose
expressions are:
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Figure 19: Configurations of the proposed AERODAS models for calculating lift and drag
coefficients in the pre-stall and post-stall regimes. Input parameters are under-
lined. Lift coefficient model (from [66]).
RCL,1 = S1(αCL,1 −α0) −CL,1,max, (2.48)
N1 = 1+CL,1,max/RCL,1 . (2.49)
The pre-stall drag curve is commonly defined as a quadratic equation, M = 2.0,
in terms of the angle of attack, as follows:
CD,1 =

CD,0+(CD,1,max −CD,0)
(
α−α0
αCD,1 −α0
)2
,
if (2A0−ACD1) 6 α 6 ACL1
0, if α > ACL1.
(2.50)
Equations for coefficients in the post-stall regime
Referring to Figure 19-20, the maximum lift and drag coefficients in the post-stall
regime are assumed to be functions of the airfoil’s thickness-to-chord ratio and
its aspect ratio, arranged in the following form:
CL2max = F1 [t/c] · F2 [AR] , at α = 41 deg, (2.51)
CD2max = G1 [t/c] ·G2 [AR] , at α = 90 deg, (2.52)
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Figure 20: Configurations of the proposed AERODAS models for calculating lift and drag
coefficients in the pre-stall and post-stall regimes. Input parameters are under-
lined. Drag coefficient model (from [66]).
where t/c is the airfoil thickness-to-chord ratio, F1,G1 are empirical functions
of t/c and F2,G2 are empirical functions of AR defined as follows
F1 = 1.190
[
1−
(
t
c
)2]
, (2.53)
F2 = 0.65+ 0.35 exp
[
−
(
9
AR
)2.3]
, (2.54)
G1 = 2.3 exp
{
−
[
0.65
(
t
c
)]0.90}
, (2.55)
G2 = 0.52+ 0.48 exp
[
−
(
6.5
AR
)1.1]
. (2.56)
Referring again to Figure 19, lift variation with angle of attack in the post-stall
regime is modelled in AERODAS by an equation of the same form as that applied
in the pre-stall regime, but with a reversed slope, as follows:
CL,2 =

0, if 0 6 α 6 ACL1,
−0.032(α− 92)−RCL,2
(
92−α
51
)N2
,
if ACL1 6 α 6 92,
−0.032(α− 92) + RCL,2
(
α−92
51
)N2 , if α > 92,
(2.57)
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where RCL2 is the reduction from extension of linear segment of lift curve to
CL2max and N2 is the exponent defining shape of lift curve at CL2max, both
expressed as
RCL,2 = 1.632−CL,2,max, (2.58)
N2 = 1+
CL,2,max
RCL,2
. (2.59)
Post-stall lift behaviour at a negative angle of attack is assumed to be anti-
symmetric about α = A0.
Referring to Figure 20, the drag variation with angle of attack in the post-stall
regime is modelled in AERODAS by a sine curve that peaks at an angle of attack
of 90 deg and intersects the pre-stall drag curve at coordinates (ACD1,CD1max),
as follows:
CD,2 =

0, if (2A0−ACL1) 6 α 6 ACL1,
CD,1,max+
(CD,2,max −CD,1,max) sin
(
α−ACD1
90−ACD1
· 90
)
,
if α > ACL1.
(2.60)
At negative angles of attack, the post-stall drag model is symmetrical about
α = A0.
Finally one have the general expressions for lift and drag coefficient:
CL,AERODAS = max
(
CL,1,CL,2
)
, (2.61)
CD,AERODAS = max
(
CD,1,CD,2
)
. (2.62)
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2.3 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
The test section of the closed circuit wind tunnel of the Department of Industrial
Engineering of University of Naples Federico II has been equipped with an ad-
ditional vertical wall to meet the model wingspan reducing the width of the test
section (see Figure 21).
1.4 m
2 m
1.5 m
model
add. wall
Figure 21: Configuration of test section with the additional wall
The airfoil models are horizontally mounted and instrumented with staggered
pressure ports on the midspan surface, while the force measurements are accom-
plished by force balance for lift and pitching moment. Pressure values are col-
lected via miniature pressure scanner ZOC 33 manufactured by Scanivalve [56]
with a full scale range of 10 inch H2O (i.e. equal to about 2.5 kPa) and an accu-
racy of ±0.15% of the full scale range (i.e. ±3.75 Pa). In Table 3 are summarised
the informations in more detail.
Airfoil Pressure ports Re
NACA 0018 45 115 . . . 290e3
NACA 0018 (trip) 40 115 . . . 290e3
Table 3: Test section with additional wall experiments setting.
In Figure 22 a sketch of the pressure ports distribution on the midspan section
is shown, while in Figure 23 a picture of the pressure ports on the instrumented
section is reproduced.
Figure 22: NACA 0018 sketch of the pressure ports distribution on the mid span section
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Figure 23: NACA 0018 model pressure ports distribution on the mid span section, upper
side surface
In Figure 24a a CAD model (realized with SolidWorks1) reproducing the test-
ing apparatus is reproduced, with the force balance located on the left side, out-
side the test section, the airfoil model spanning from left to right up to the ad-
ditional wall in which is located a second instrumented supporting arm. In Fig-
ure 24b a detailed CAD view of the instrumented supporting arm, equipped with
a Y-bearing plummer block unit2, located in the additional wall is reproduced.
(a) Test section model arrangement (b) Detail of the instrumented
arm mounted in the addi-
tional wall
Figure 24: NACA 0018 model arrangement in the closed test section wind tunnel with
additional wall
1 © Dassualt Systems http://www.solidworks.com/sw/education/education-software-mcad.htm
2 http://www.skf.com/group/products/bearings-units-housings/bearing-units/
ball-bearing-units/index.html
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The need for a both force and pressure based measurements system for lift co-
efficient could be explained as follows: the high angle of attack region where the
post-stall its realized constitutes a tough challenge for pressure measurements,
especially for those prescribed to lie in only one section, as in this case. Al-
though a 2D testing arrangement has been realized, when the angle of attack is
comprised within 25 and 50 degrees, it is always present on the model surface a
distribution of stall cells, with a kind of mushroom like shape, whose dimension
and placement along the span is dependent on the model geometric aspect ratio,
in this case 10. This phenomenon induces an intrinsic local nature of the mid-
span pressure sensor measure so that only a force balance measurements could
correctly capture the integral (meaning that the lift force is derived by integra-
tion of pressure on the body) value of the force acting on the body. In Figure 25
mushroom shaped stall cell from both literature [23] and the experiments carried
out in this works has been reproduced.
(a) Photos from literature (b) Photo from experiments
Figure 25: Mushroom shaped stall cell from literature and experiments
In Figure 26 is illustrated the reason for which force balance measurements are
used within this work to collect the information about the drag coefficient too,
giving a comparison of both numerical and experimental data for drag coefficient
vs angle of attack consisting of:
• OpenFOAM CFD simulation, continuous line;
• XFOIL simulation, dotted line;
• experimental measurements from this work, triangles;
• experimental data from Delft, squares.
The grey line indicates the stall onset, so that for higher angle of attack (AoA)
is clearly visible a fairly good match between the two experiments data and the
CFD simulation, while XFOIL is of course able to describe only the attached flow
condition region before the stall onset. The wake pressure rake measurements
would have resulted in a good measure only in attached flow region, i. e. not the
portion of airfoil operating condition on which mainly focuses this work.
For such reasons a double measurements system, composed by both force and
pressure sensors, has been adopted, thus having an integral description of lift
coefficient avoiding the problem of local flow condition because of stall cells,
while keep tracking via the pressure taps on the body the pressure coefficient CP
chord-wise distribution describing the laminar bubble position and importance,
and finally capturing the drag coefficient value in post-stall region.
A comparison with some of the results collected by Timmer in [75] for the
NACA 0018 tested in the low speed wind tunnel facility of Delft University
would be performed.
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Figure 26: NACA 0018 comparison of numerical and experimental measurements for
drag coefficient vs AoA at about Re = 300e3:  Delft exp. Re = 300e3, 4
Exp. Re = 290e3, — OpenFOAM Re = 290e3, − − XFOIL Re = 290e3
2.3.1 Corrections of measurements
Corrections of measured data for blockage and other effects have been made
accordingly with literature [36, 21, 19, 4, 6, 16, 26].
Buoyancy corrections
The laminar boundary layer thickness δlbl at test section exit is:
δlbl = 1.72
x√
Re
, (2.63)
where x = 2.0m is the test section length. The effective area A2,eff is:
A2,eff = (H− 2δlbl) · (L− 2δlbl), (2.64)
where H = 1.38m is the test section height, L = 1.50m is the test section width.
The effective velocity V2 is:
V2 = V1 · A1
A2,eff
, (2.65)
where V1 is the velocity at the test section entrance whose area is A1 = H · L. The
effective pressure P2 is:
P2 = P1 + 0.5 · ρ · (V21 − V22 ), (2.66)
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where P1 is the pressure at the test section entrance and ρ is the air density in
the test section. The pressure ratio is:
∂p
∂l
=
P2 − P1
x
, (2.67)
Body thickness, chord and volume could be corrected taking into account the
angle of attack as follows:
t(α) = max τ, c sinα, (2.68a)
c(α) = cabscosα, (2.68b)
volume(α) = 0.7 · t(α) · c(α) · L. (2.68c)
The buoyancy drag is:
∆Db = −
∂p
∂l
volume(α). (2.69)
Solid blockage
Assuming the following constant λ2 = 5, based on model geometry, from litera-
ture, the solid blockage coefficient could be derived as follows:
Λ = 4λ2
(
t(α)
c(α)
)2
, (2.70a)
σ =
pi2
48
(
c(α)
H
)2
, (2.70b)
sb = σΛ. (2.70c)
Streamline curvature
Because of the streamline curvature the following corrections should be provided
for the angle of attack and the aerodynamic coefficients:
αcorr = α+
57.3σ
2pi
(CL + 4CM) , (2.71a)
CL,corr = CL(1− σ− 2sb), (2.71b)
CM,corr = CM(1− 2epsilonsb), (2.71c)
CD,corr = CD(1− 2sb). (2.71d)
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3 RESULTS
3.1 A TEST CASE: DU-97-W-300
In this section are collected the results obtained using the method discussed in
Section 2.1 for the airfoil DU-97-W-300 tested in the TU Delft low turbulence
wind tunnel facility for both clean and tripped configuration [74, 77]. The airfoil
designation comprises the Delft University abbreviation, the design year (1997,
shortened in 97), the wind energy application as W and the maximum thickness
in percent of the chord, in this case 30 (see Figure 7 for airfoil sketch). The
experimental data refer to a Reynolds number (3e6) quite higher than the one on
which this work focuses (see Table 2), however their are intended to show the
capability of a grid induced transition in matching the real behaviour observed
in wind tunnel test.
The numerical analysis condition and specification are summarized in follow-
ing tables. In both cases, respectively clean and tripped configuration, the turbu-
lence model described in subsection 2.1.1 has been used.
Airfoil Chord Trip begin Trip length Trip height
DU-97-W-300 0.6 m 5.0 %c 1.7 %c 0.35 mm
Table 4: Trip parameters for experiments conducted in TU Delft[74, 77].
Airfoil Cell number Re y+ Tu∞ (%)
DU-97-W-300 82025 3e6 ∼ 1 0.1
DU-97-W-300 (trip) 124680 3e6 ∼ 1 0.1
Table 5: Computational parameters for DU-97-W-300 airfoil.
Turbulence intensity equal to 0.1%, as indicated as the maximum value ob-
served during the experiments by Timmer and van Rooij [74, 77].
In figure 27 is shown the computational grid modified in order to include the
step-shaped zigzag tape promoting transition to turbulent flow whose charac-
teristics are indicated in table 4 (the image comes from Paraview [48], an open-
source, multi-platform data analysis and visualization application).
3.1.1 Free transition
In Figure 28-29 are shown, respectively, the lift coefficient distribution with re-
spect to the angle of attack and the drag coefficient. The lift coefficient linear
portion is well captured only in terms of slope (CL,α), while the is in almost all
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Figure 27: Trip detail in numerical grid for DU-97-W-300 airfoil.
the linear behavior angle of attack range a difference of about 0.2 between the ex-
periments of TU Delft and our numerical simulations. The stall behavior is well
captured with only 1 degree difference in terms of stall angle of attack and about
0.1 in terms of maximum attainable lift coefficient (CL,max). Drag coefficient
distribution exhibits large differences between experiments and numerical simu-
lations that grows rapidly at stall onset so that even a 20-30 counts (1e−4 CD) is
present in high lift portion.
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Figure 28: DU-97-W-300, lift coefficient vs angle of attack: Timmer©, — num.
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Figure 29: DU-97-W-300, drag coefficient vs angle of attack: Timmer©, — num.
3.1.2 Fixed transition
In Figure 30-31 are shown, respectively, the lift coefficient distribution with re-
spect to the angle of attack and the drag coefficient fro the imposed transition
case. The lift coefficient linear portion is well captured only in terms of slope
(CL,α), while the is in almost all the linear behavior angle of attack range a dif-
ference of about 0.1 between the experiments of TU Delft and our numerical
simulations: this appears to be a lower error with respect to the clean case. The
stall behavior is well captured with only 1 degree difference in terms of stall angle
of attack (it sees a delayed stall) and about 0.2 in terms of maximum attainable
lift coefficient (CL,max). Drag coefficient distribution exhibits large differences
between experiments and numerical simulations that grows rapidly at stall onset
so that even a 20-30 counts (1e−4 CD) is present in high lift portion, but it seems
to have no big differences with respect to the numerical simulation performed
for the clean case (see Figure 29).
DU-97-W-300 synoptic table
In this paragraph a synoptic table for the DU-97-W-300 airfoil is presented in
order to summarize the main aerodynamic characteristics for both clean and
tripped condition derived from a comparison between experimental measure-
ments and numerical analysis.
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Figure 30: DU-97-W-300, lift coefficient vs angle of attack tripped case: Timmer ©, —
num.
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Figure 31: DU-97-W-300, drag coefficient vs angle of attack tripped case: Timmer ©, —
num.
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Re = 3e6
Parameter Exp. Num. ∆(%)
cl
ea
n
α0L (deg) −2.3 −0.7 +70
CL,α (deg−1) 0.1285 0.1381 +7.5
Emax (-) 98.1069 83.6805 −15
αEmax (deg) 6.9 10 +45
CL,max (-) 1.5708 1.4861 −5.4
αCL,max (deg) 12.5 12 −4
tr
ip
pe
d
α0L (deg) −2.2 −0.7 +68
CL,α (deg−1) 0.1245 0.1381 +11
Emax (-) 54.9714 46.2528 −16
αEmax (deg) 6.2 6 −3
CL,max (-) 1.1627 1.0568 −9
αCL,max (deg) 8.7 10 −15Table 6: DU-97-W-300 synoptic table for aerodynamic characteristics
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3.2 NACA 0018
The results of experimental measurements would be shown at first; a compar-
ison with CFD numerical simulation would be presented at second; finally a
comparison with the post-stall semi-empirical models would be performed and
discussed.
3.2.1 Experiments
In this section the results from measurements are summarized.
Free transition
In Figure 32 a detail of lift coefficient distribution in low to medium angle of
attack regime measured with force balance is shown. The lower Reynolds curve
exhibits a large effect of a laminar bubble that induces a higher lift coefficient
for angle of attack lower than 6 degrees. The maximum lift coefficient is only
limited affected by Reynolds number (about 0.05) while the angle of attack at
stall is observed to be located at, respectively, 11, 14 and 15 degrees for Reynolds
number from 115e3 to 290e3. The stall behavior is characterized by an abrupt
decrease in lift coefficient due to the sudden separation at the end of the laminar
bubble that moves forth with increasing angle of attack. After the stall no big
differences are noticed with the Reynolds number. Figure 33 shows the complete
lift coefficient distribution for the entire angle of attack region investigated.
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Figure 32: NACA 0018 detail of experimental lift coefficient vs angle of attack:  Re =
115e3,© Re = 230e3, 4 Re = 290e3
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Figure 33: NACA 0018 experimental lift coefficient vs angle of attack:  Re = 115e3, ©
Re = 230e3, 4 Re = 290e3
In Figure 34 is shown the distribution of drag coefficient for the entire range
of angle of attack investigated, based on force balance measurements. No detail
is shown for the low to medium angle of attack region because of pressure rake
wake measurements taken in our experiments. The measurements are compatible
with the flat plate theory for very high angle of attack1.
As reported in section 2.2, Tangler [73] suggest as attachment point of Viterna-
Corrigan extrapolation to be located at the angle of attack for which the exper-
imental or numerical data match the flat plate efficiency. In Figure 35 the effi-
ciency of NACA 0018 airfoil for the three Reynolds numbers tested is shown,
together with the theoretical value for the flat plate derived dividing equation
2.34 by equation 2.35. The flat plate analytical distribution is met only at very
high angle of attack, namely higher than those indicated by Tangler in [73] so
that any useful post-stall behavior could be extrapolated if one would need to
know in advance aerodynamic coefficient data up to 40 degrees and more. In
fact, passive stall controlled HAWT generally operate in off design with blade
section experiencing angle of attack comprised between 20 and 35-40 degrees,
thus post-stall modelling is strictly needed well below the point where it seems
that our experimental results match the theoretical flat plate efficiency.
1 The results for the lower Reynolds number, namely Re = 115e3, exhibits an quite different behavior
with respect to the other two Reynolds number values investigated. However this circumstance is not
present for the tripped condition test as shown in Figure 38 on 45
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Figure 34: NACA 0018 experimental drag coefficient vs angle of attack:  Re = 115e3,©
Re = 230e3, 4 Re = 290e3
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Figure 35: NACA 0018 experimental aerodynamic efficiency vs angle of attack:  Re =
115e3,© Re = 230e3, 4 Re = 290e3, — flat plate
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Fixed transition
In Figure 36 a detail of lift coefficient distribution in low to medium angle of
attack regime measured with force balance is shown. The lower Reynolds curve
exhibits, as in free transition case, a large effect of a laminar bubble that induces
a higher lift coefficient for angle of attack lower than 6 degrees. The maximum
lift coefficient is not affected by Reynolds number while the angle of attack of
post-stall part begin - i.e. the angle of attack from which it clearly appear the
increasing tendency toward the secondary peak in lift coefficient - is observed
to be located at, respectively, 20, 22 and 24 degrees for Reynolds number from
115e3 to 290e3. The stall behavior is characterized by a flat, nearly constant lift
coefficient due to the removed effect of the laminar bubble that in the clean case
moves forth with increasing angle of attack.
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Figure 36: NACA 0018 detail of experimental lift coefficient vs angle of attack for tripped
case:  Re = 115e3,© Re = 230e3, 4 Re = 290e3
After the stall no big differences are noticed with the Reynolds number. Fig-
ure 37 shows the complete lift coefficient distribution for the entire angle of attack
region investigated.
In Figure 38 is shown the distribution of drag coefficient for the entire range
of angle of attack investigated, based on force balance measurements. No detail
is shown for the low to medium angle of attack region because of pressure rake
wake measurements taken in our experiments. The measurements are compatible
with the flat plate theory for very high angle of attack.
As reported in section 2.2, Tangler [73] suggest as attachment point of Viterna-
Corrigan extrapolation to be located at the angle of attack for which the exper-
imental or numerical data match the flat plate efficiency. In Figure 39 the effi-
ciency of NACA 0018 airfoil for the three Reynolds numbers tested is shown,
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Figure 37: NACA 0018 experimental lift coefficient vs angle of attack for tripped case: 
Re = 115e3,© Re = 230e3, 4 Re = 290e3
together with the theoretical value for the flat plate derived dividing equation
2.34 by equation 2.35. The flat plate analytical distribution is met only at very
high angle of attack, namely higher than those indicated by Tangler in [73] so
that any useful post-stall behavior could be extrapolated if one would need to
know in advance aerodynamic coefficient data up to 40 degrees and more. In
fact, passive stall controlled HAWT generally operate in off design with blade
section experiencing angle of attack comprised between 20 and 35-40 degrees,
thus post-stall modelling is strictly needed well below the point where it seems
that our experimental results match the theoretical flat plate efficiency. Moreover,
this forced transition case exhibits also that in our experiments the region where
bigger difference between measured data and analytical values is located exactly
in the post-stall region where HAWT off design operation is needed most.
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Figure 38: NACA 0018 experimental drag coefficient vs angle of attack for tripped case:
 Re = 115e3,© Re = 230e3, 4 Re = 290e3
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Figure 39: NACA 0018 experimental aerodynamic efficiency coefficient angle of attack for
tripped case:  Re = 115e3,© Re = 230e3, 4 Re = 290e3, — flat plate
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Roughness effect
In this paragraph the comparison of measurements in clean and tripped condi-
tion. The lift and drag coefficient distribution against angle of attack for each
Reynolds number investigated are shown, respectively, in Figure 40-42-44 and
41-43-45. Naturally, the most roughness effect affected portion of these coeffi-
cient distributions is the stall onset region that exhibits a consistent reduction of
maximum allowable lift coefficient. Because of no wake rake pressure measure-
ments no drag coefficient reliable data are available for the pre-stall region form
force balance measurements. However, it could be anyway inferred something
about the reduction in aerodynamic efficiency due to airfoil leading edge region
contamination or contour imperfections. Assuming that the airfoil maximum ef-
ficiency point - in a α− E plane - is generally located just before the beginning
of the stall affected region, i.e. where the local slope starts to deviate consistently
form the linear range value, a measure of the efficiency loss could be derived by
the loss in lift coefficient in a conservative way, considering that the drag coeffi-
cient would at least only increase because of the presence of the zigzag tape. So
observing Figure 40-42-44 the reduction in airfoil aerodynamic efficiency could
be estimated and table summarized these values for each Reynolds number in-
vestigated.
Re CL(Emax) clean CL(Emax) tripped ∆(Emax) (%)
115e3 0.78 0.64 −18
230e3 0.79 0.63 −20
290e3 0.80 0.64 −20
Table 7: Estimated efficiency loss due to roughness effects for NACA 0018
This loss in aerodynamic efficiency lead to a direct loss in the allowable power
coefficient as could be seen in Eq. 3.1 from [76] related to Darrieus VAWT.
CP =
1
4pi
Nc
R
λ
∫2pi
0
(
V
V∞
)2
CL sinα
(
1−
1
E
arctanα
)
dφ (3.1)
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Figure 40: Comparison of lift coefficient for clean and tripped case at Re = 115e3:  clean,
 tripped
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Figure 41: Comparison of drag coefficient for clean and tripped case at Re = 115e3: 
clean,  tripped
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Figure 42: Comparison of lift coefficient for clean and tripped case at Re = 230e3:  clean,
 tripped
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Figure 43: Comparison of drag coefficient for clean and tripped case at Re = 230e3: 
clean,  tripped
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Figure 44: Comparison of lift coefficient for clean and tripped case at Re = 290e3:  clean,
 tripped
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Figure 45: Comparison of drag coefficient for clean and tripped case at Re = 290e3: 
clean,  tripped
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3.2.2 Numerical simulations
The numerical analysis condition and specification are summarized in following
tables. In both cases, respectively clean and tripped configuration, the turbulence
model described in subsection 2.1.1 has been used, with turbulence intensity
equal to 0.1%. .
Airfoil Trip begin Trip length Trip height
NACA 0018 0.1 %c 6.7 %c 0.25 mm
Table 8: Trip parameters for experiments conducted in University of Naples Federico II
Airfoil Cells Re y+ Tu∞ (%)
NACA 0018 107e3 115 . . . 290e3 ∼ 1 0.1
NACA 0018 (trip) 86e3 115 . . . 290e3 ∼ 1 0.1
Table 9: Computational parameters for NACA 0018 airfoil
In Figure 46 is shown the computational grid modified in order to include the
step-shaped zigzag tape promoting transition to turbulent flow whose character-
istics are indicated in table 8.
Figure 46: Trip detail in numerical grid for NACA 0018 airfoil
Free transition
In this subsection the comparison between experimental measurements and nu-
merical simulation on NACA 0018 airfoil in clean condition are collected. In
Figure 47-49-51 the lift coefficient vs against angle of attack is shown, while in-
Figure 48-50-52 the drag coefficient vs angle of attack is shown, for each Reynolds
number investigated.
Concerning the lift coefficient, a common observation not dependent on the
Reynolds number could be made: the maximum attainable lift coefficient is over-
predicted by thee numerics and a delayed stall onset is forecasted with a not
so abrupt reduction in lift coefficient after that the maximum has been reached.
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A difference in CL,max up to 0.1 is observed with the location of post-stall be-
ginning again delayed up to 5 degrees. For the lower Reynolds number, the
lift-curve slope at very low angle of attack is under-estimated by the numerics, as
if the bubble strength would have been severely scaled down. For both Reynolds
number 230e3 and 290e3 a prediction closer to experiments is performed in the
linear range. The post-stall behavior (α ∈ [20, 40] deg) is well described with
a difference with respect to the experiments that never exceeds 0.05. The high
angle of attack regime, i.e. from 50 degrees and further on, there is a good predic-
tion of numerics except for the lower Reynolds number, i.e. 115e3, which outlook
has differences as big as 0.1 for lift coefficient, and about 5 degrees for the angle
at which the lift becomes negative.
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Figure 47: Comparison of lift coefficient distribution between experiments and numerical
simulation at Re = 115e3:  exp., — num.
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Figure 48: Comparison of drag coefficient distribution between experiments and numeri-
cal simulation at Re = 115e3:  exp., — num.
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Figure 49: Comparison of lift coefficient distribution between experiments and numerical
simulation at Re = 230e3:  exp., — num.
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Concerning the drag coefficient, no match could be found at low angle of attack
(α < 20) because of force balance based drag measurements, while the post-stall
behavior is, as for the lift coefficient, well captured. Starting from α ' 50 degrees
and more a drastic difference is present between experiments and numerics: CFd
simulations are, for both Reynolds number, agree among them in predicting a
maximum drag coefficient that, from what stated by eq. 2.29 (see page 20), seems
to be derived by a finite wing and not a bi-dimensional wind tunnel test.
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Figure 50: Comparison of drag coefficient distribution between experiments and numeri-
cal simulation at Re = 230e3:  exp., — num.
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Figure 51: Comparison of lift coefficient distribution between experiments and numerical
simulation at Re = 290e3:  exp., — num.
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Figure 52: Comparison of drag coefficient distribution between experiments and numeri-
cal simulation at Re = 290e3:  exp., — num.
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Fixed transition
In this subsection the comparison between experimental measurements and nu-
merical simulation on NACA 0018 airfoil in tripped condition are collected; the
zigzag tape location and geometric detail has been given in table 8 on page 50. In
Figure 53-55-57 the lift coefficient vs angle of attack is shown, while in Figure 54-
56-58 the drag coefficient vs angle of attack is shown, for each Reynolds number
investigated.
Concerning the lift coefficient, a common observation not dependent on the
Reynolds number could be made: the maximum attainable lift coefficient is over-
predicted by thee numerics and a more abrupt reduction in lift coefficient, after
that the maximum has been reached, is computed by the numerics, especially
for the two higher Reynolds number, namely 230e3 and 290e3. A difference in
CL,max up to 0.1 is observed. For the lower Reynolds number, the lift-curve slope
at very low angle of attack is under-estimated by the numerics, as if the bubble
strength would have been severely scaled down and still present at these angle
of attack although a zigzag tape is present. For both Reynolds number 230e3 and
290e3 a prediction closer to experiments is performed in the linear range. The
post-stall behavior (α ∈ [20, 40] deg) is well described, even if generally over-
estimated, with a difference with respect to the experiments that rise up to 0.1
somewhere. The high angle of attack regime, i.e. from 50 degrees and further on,
there is a good prediction of numerics.
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Figure 53: Comparison of lift coefficient distribution between experiments and numerical
simulation at Re = 115e3 for tripped case:  exp., — num.
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Figure 54: Comparison of drag coefficient distribution between experiments and numeri-
cal simulation at Re = 115e3 for tripped case:  exp., — num.
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Figure 55: Comparison of lift coefficient distribution between experiments and numerical
simulation at Re = 230e3 for tripped case:  exp., — num.
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Concerning the drag coefficient, no match could be found at low angle of attack
(α < 20) because of force balance based drag measurements, while the post-stall
behavior is, as for the lift coefficient, well captured. Starting from α ' 50 degrees
and more a drastic difference is present between experiments and numerics: CFd
simulations are, for both Reynolds number, agree among them in predicting a
maximum drag coefficient that, from what stated by equation 2.29 (see page 20),
seems to be derived by a finite wing and not a bi-dimensional wind tunnel test.
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Figure 56: Comparison of drag coefficient distribution between experiments and numeri-
cal simulation at Re = 230e3 for tripped case:  exp., — num.
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Figure 57: Comparison of lift coefficient distribution between experiments and numerical
simulation at Re = 290e3 for tripped case:  exp., — num.
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Figure 58: Comparison of drag coefficient distribution between experiments and numeri-
cal simulation at Re = 290e3 for tripped case:  exp., — num.
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Roughness effects
In this subsection a simple recapitulation of what already separately summarized
in the previous subsections has been made in order to better exploit the rough-
ness effects induced by the real and virtual applied zigzag tape on the airfoil
leading edge region. Moreover, the differences in numerical simulations for both
clean and tripped case are made more visible so that a clearer understanding of
the capability of the numerical method in itself in predicting different behavior
for airfoil simulated with or without a numerically step shaped zigzag tape is
shown.
In Figure 59-61-63 and 60-62-64 are shown, respectively, the lift and drag co-
efficient for the NACA 0018 airfoil with respect to the angle of attack (AoA) for
both clean and tripped condition and for the three Reynolds number investigated,
namely 115e3, 230e3 and 290e3.
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Figure 59: Comparison of lift coefficientvs AoA between experiments and numerical sim-
ulation at Re = 115e3 for clean and tripped case:  exp. clean,© exp. tripped,
— num. clean, - - num. tripped
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Figure 60: Comparison of drag coefficient vs AoA between experiments and numerical
simulation at Re = 115e3 for clean and tripped case:  exp. clean, © exp.
tripped, — num. clean, - - num. tripped
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Figure 61: Comparison of lift coefficient vs AoA between experiments and numerical sim-
ulation at Re = 230e3 for clean and tripped case:  exp. clean,© exp. tripped,
— num. clean, - - num. tripped
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Figure 62: Comparison of drag coefficient vs AoA between experiments and numerical
simulation at Re = 230e3 for clean and tripped case:  exp. clean, © exp.
tripped, — num. clean, - - num. tripped
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Figure 63: Comparison of lift coefficient vs AoA between experiments and numerical sim-
ulation at Re = 290e3 for clean and tripped case:  exp. clean,© exp. tripped,
— num. clean, - - num. tripped
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Figure 64: Comparison of drag coefficient vs AoA between experiments and numerical
simulation at Re = 290e3 for clean and tripped case:  exp. clean, © exp.
tripped, — num. clean, - - num. tripped
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NACA 0018 synoptic table
In this paragraph a synoptic table for the NACA 0018 airfoil is presented in order
to summarize the main aerodynamic characteristics for both clean and tripped
condition derived from a comparison between experimental measurements and
numerical analysis. It is important to underline that the numerical simulations
are performed between 0 and 20 degrees with a sample every 2 degrees, while
between 20 and 50 degrees with a sample every 5 degrees, and finally between
50 and 100 degrees with a sample every 10 degrees, thus having a sampling very
different from the experiments. As already discussed in Section 2.3, having the
drag coefficient evaluated by means of force balance there is no proper meaning
in the derivation of the aerodynamic efficiency from experiments, thus only the
numerical value should be taken into account and no difference between the two
is made available.
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Table 10: NACA 0018 synoptic table for aerodynamic characteristics
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3.2.3 Post-stall modelling
In this subsection a comparison of the prediction that based on experiments could
be carried out using both the two semi-empirical post-stall models described in
2.2 is performed. The comparisons are based on both clean and tripped condi-
tions. The Viterna-Corrigan model is applied in three different ways:
1. attaching the extrapolation at the maximum lift coefficient point, as stated
by Viterna in his first proposal [78] (indicated as − − VC up in the follow-
ing figures);
2. attaching the extrapolation at the lift coefficient before the beginning of
the ascending post-stall region, as suggested by Viterna itself in a second
proposal (indicated as −− VC low in the following figures);
3. attaching the extrapolation at the angle of attack that match the theoret-
ical flat plate aerodynamic efficiency value, as suggested by Tangler [73]
(indicated as − ·− VC f.p. in the following figures).
No particular arrangements are made to the AERODAS model that is used in
its own original fashion. For both semi-empirical models a sensitivity analysis
with respect to the aspect ratio, AR, has been conducted. Firstly, a 2D version
is proposed, imposing in eq. 2.29 on 20 an aspect ratio equal to 50. Secondly,
a tested model geometric aspect ratio based value is analysis is performed, that
in this case is equal to 10, having the span to chord ratio equal to 10. Finally,
an intermediate aspect ratio equal to 30 is used, in order to understand if an
assumption of partly dependent on finiteness effect for lift coefficient distribution
would better fit the experimental measurements.
Free transition
In Figure 65-66-67 the post-stall semi-empirical models are applied to lift coeffi-
cient vs AoA with an aspect ratio equal to 50 assuming a fully 2D wind tunnel
test condition. In Figure 68-69-70 the post-stall semi-empirical models are ap-
plied to lift coefficient vs AoA with an aspect ratio equal to 10 assuming the
finiteness to be related to the sole geometrical parameter of the tested model. In
Figure 71-72-73 the post-stall semi-empirical models are applied to lift coefficient
vs AoA with an aspect ratio equal to 30 assuming the finiteness to be related to
an intermediate value between a fully 2D and the real geometric aspect ratio of
the model.
The main indication is that when experimental data are available up to and
just after stall onset is extremely important to use the second proposal of those
enumerate on page 65, i. e. attach the extrapolation after the stall, at least for clean
condition and Reynolds number as low as those here investigated for which the
effects of laminar bubble on the abrupt reduction in lift coefficient at stall are so
strong.
For AR = 50, i. e. a 2D assumption, a general over-estimation in lift coefficient
secondary peak occurs; conversely using AR = 10 a general under-estimation is
observed. The choice of an intermediate value for the aspect ratio, in this case
equal to 30 exhibits a better fitting to the experimental measurements carried out
within this study.
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Figure 65: NACA 0018 comparison of lift coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-
stall model at Re = 115e3 with AR = 50 for clean condition:  exp., — Flat
Plate, − − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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Figure 66: NACA 0018 comparison of lift coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-
stall model at Re = 230e3 with AR = 50 for clean condition:  exp., — Flat
Plate, − − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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Figure 67: NACA 0018 comparison of lift coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-
stall model at Re = 290e3 with AR = 50 for clean condition:  exp., — Flat
Plate, − − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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Figure 68: NACA 0018 comparison of lift coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-
stall model at Re = 115e3 with AR = 10 for clean condition:  exp., — Flat
Plate, − − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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Figure 69: NACA 0018 comparison of lift coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-
stall model at Re = 230e3 with AR = 10 for clean condition:  exp., — Flat
Plate, − − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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Figure 70: NACA 0018 comparison of lift coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-
stall model at Re = 290e3 with AR = 10 for clean condition:  exp., — Flat
Plate, − − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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Figure 71: NACA 0018 comparison of lift coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-
stall model at Re = 115e3 with AR = 30 for clean condition:  exp., — Flat
Plate, − − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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Figure 72: NACA 0018 comparison of lift coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-
stall model at Re = 230e3 with AR = 30 for clean condition:  exp., — Flat
Plate, − − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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Figure 73: NACA 0018 comparison of lift coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-
stall model at Re = 290e3 with AR = 30 for clean condition:  exp., — Flat
Plate, − − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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In Figure 74-75-76, 77-78-79 and 80-81-82 the post-stall semi-empirical models
are applied to drag coefficient vs AoA with an aspect ratio, respectively, equal to
50, 10 and 30.
The post-stall modelling for the drag coefficient exhibits a far different behav-
ior. Conversely from the lift coefficient vs AoA, in this case considering an aspect
ratio different from that of 2D assumptions (i. e. 50), the match between exper-
iments and modelling gives a general under-estimation of the high angle of at-
tack region up to 90 degrees. Again here for drag coefficient, the better proposal
among the three of page 65 remains the second, mostly because of the laminar
bucket.
The third assumption of 65 undergoes to an ill posed extrapolation for the
lower Reynolds number, i. e. 150e3, because of the attachment point, that for the
aerodynamic efficiency to be equal to that of the theoretical flat plate lies about
70 degrees, to have a drag coefficient higher than the maximum allowable from
Viterna-Corrigan model equation 2.29, i. e. 2.
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Figure 74: NACA 0018 comparison of drag coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-
stall model at Re = 115e3 with AR = 50 for clean condition:  exp., — Flat
Plate, − − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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Figure 75: NACA 0018 comparison of drag coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-
stall model at Re = 230e3 with AR = 50 for clean condition:  exp., — Flat
Plate, − − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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Figure 76: NACA 0018 comparison of drag coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-
stall model at Re = 290e3 with AR = 50 for clean condition:  exp., — Flat
Plate, − − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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Figure 77: NACA 0018 comparison of drag coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-
stall model at Re = 115e3 with AR = 10 for clean condition:  exp., — Flat
Plate, − − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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Figure 78: NACA 0018 comparison of drag coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-
stall model at Re = 230e3 with AR = 10 for clean condition:  exp., — Flat
Plate,− − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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Figure 79: NACA 0018 comparison of drag coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-
stall model at Re = 290e3 with AR = 10 for clean condition:  exp., — Flat
Plate, − − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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Figure 80: NACA 0018 comparison of drag coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-
stall model at Re = 115e3 with AR = 30 for clean condition:  exp., — Flat
Plate, − − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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Figure 81: NACA 0018 comparison of drag coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-
stall model at Re = 230e3 with AR = 30 for clean condition:  exp., — Flat
Plate, − − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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Figure 82: NACA 0018 comparison of drag coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-
stall model at Re = 290e3 with AR = 30 for clean condition:  exp., — Flat
Plate, − − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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Fixed transition
In Figure 83-84-85, 86-87-88 and 89-90-91 the post-stall semi empirical models are
applied to lift coefficient vs AoA with an aspect ratio, respectively, equal to 50,
10 and 30.
The main indication is that when experimental data are available up to and
just after stall onset is extremely important to use the second proposal of those
enumerate on page 65, i. e. attach the extrapolation after the stall, also in case
of forced transition by use of zigzag tape on leading edge because of the persis-
tent not negligible difference between maximum lift coefficient and the post-stall
recovery value.
For AR = 50, i. e. a 2D assumption, a good estimation in lift coefficient sec-
ondary peak occurs; conversely using AR = 10 a general under-estimation is
observed. The choice of an intermediate value for the aspect ratio, in this case
equal to 30 exhibits in case of tripped condition a worse fitting to the experimen-
tal measurements with respect to the 2D value.
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Figure 83: NACA 0018 comparison of lift coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-
stall model at Re = 115e3 with AR = 50 for tripped condition:  exp., — Flat
Plate,− − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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Figure 84: NACA 0018 comparison of lift coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-
stall model at Re = 230e3 with AR = 50 for tripped condition:  exp., — Flat
Plate, − − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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Figure 85: NACA 0018 comparison of lift coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-
stall model at Re = 290e3 with AR = 50 for tripped condition:  exp., — Flat
Plate, − − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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Figure 86: NACA 0018 comparison of lift coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-
stall model at Re = 115e3 with AR = 10 for tripped condition:  exp., — Flat
Plate, − − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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Figure 87: NACA 0018 comparison of lift coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-
stall model at Re = 230e3 with AR = 10 for tripped condition:  exp., — Flat
Plate, − − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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Figure 88: NACA 0018 comparison of lift coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-
stall model at Re = 290e3 with AR = 10 for tripped condition:  exp., — Flat
Plate, − − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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Figure 89: NACA 0018 comparison of lift coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-
stall model at Re = 115e3 with AR = 30 for tripped condition:  exp., — Flat
Plate, − − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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Figure 90: NACA 0018 comparison of lift coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-
stall model at Re = 230e3 with AR = 30 for tripped condition:  exp., — Flat
Plate, − − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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Figure 91: NACA 0018 comparison of lift coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-
stall model at Re = 290e3 with AR = 30 for tripped condition:  exp., — Flat
Plate, − − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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In Figure 92-93-94, 95-96-97 and 98-99-100 the post-stall semi-empirical mod-
els are applied to drag coefficient distribution with an aspect ratio, respectively,
equal to 50, 10 and 30.
The post-stall modelling for the drag coefficient exhibits a far different behav-
ior. As for the lift coefficient vs AoA, in this case considering an aspect ratio
different from that of 2D assumptions (i. e. 50), the match between experiments
and modelling gives a good estimation of the high angle of attack region up to
90 degrees. Again here for drag coefficient, the better proposal among the three
of page 65 remains the second, mostly because of the laminar bucket.
The third assumption of 65 undergoes to an ill posed extrapolation for almost
all the Reynolds numbers because of the attachment point, that for the aero-
dynamic efficiency to be equal to that of the theoretical flat plate lies about 70
degrees, to have a drag coefficient higher than the maximum allowable from
Viterna-Corrigan model equation 2.29, i. e. 2.
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Figure 92: NACA 0018 comparison of drag coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-
stall model at Re = 115e3 with AR = 50 for tripped condition:  exp., — Flat
Plate, − − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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Figure 93: NACA 0018 comparison of drag coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-
stall model at Re = 230e3 with AR = 50 for tripped condition:  exp., — Flat
Plate, − − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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Figure 94: NACA 0018 comparison of drag coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-
stall model at Re = 290e3 with AR = 50 for tripped condition:  exp., — Flat
Plate, − − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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Figure 95: NACA 0018 comparison of drag coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-
stall model at Re = 115e3 with AR = 10 for tripped condition:  exp., — Flat
Plate, − − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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Figure 96: NACA 0018 comparison of drag coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-
stall model at Re = 230e3 with AR = 10 for tripped condition:  exp., — Flat
Plate, − − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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Figure 97: NACA 0018 comparison of drag coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-
stall model at Re = 290e3 with AR = 10 for tripped condition:  exp., — Flat
Plate, − − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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Figure 98: NACA 0018 comparison of drag coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-
stall model at Re = 115e3 with AR = 30 for tripped condition:  exp., — Flat
Plate, − − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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Figure 99: NACA 0018 comparison of drag coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-
stall model at Re = 230e3 with AR = 30 for tripped condition:  exp., — Flat
Plate, − − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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Figure 100: NACA 0018 comparison of drag coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-
stall model at Re = 290e3 with AR = 30 for tripped condition:  exp., — Flat
Plate, − − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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3.2.4 Comparison with Delft experiments
In this subsection a comparison of both experimental and numerical results ob-
tained within this research and the experiments of Timmer [75] from TU Delft are
performed. The TU Delft data refer to a wind tunnel which turbulence intensity
is a bit lower than that present in our wind tunnel, and moreover, the Reynolds
number investigated by Timmer where spread over a larger range (up to 700e3)
so that here only the first two values are considered, namely 150e3 and 3003.
Experiments against Delft
In Figure 101-102, respectively, the lift and drag coefficient vs AoA obtained
from experimental measurements are compared with those of Timmer form TU
Delft. For the lift coefficient pressure measurements are considered, while for
drag coefficient, because of no pressure wake rake installed, force measurements
are considered.
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Figure 101: NACA 0018 comparison with Delft experiments for lift coefficient: pressure
meas.  Re = 115e3,© Re = 230e3, 4 Re = 290e3
−− Timmer (pressure) Re = 150e3, −4− Timmer (pressure) Re = 300e3
Concerning the lift coefficient vs AoA some differences arise. In linear range,
i. e. angle of attack lower than 8 degrees, the lower Reynolds number investi-
gated, i. e. 115e3, exhibits a slightly higher lift coefficient with respect to the 150e3
Reynolds number of Timmer, as if the lower the Reynolds number the higher the
effect on lift coefficient of the laminar bubble presence; the other two Reynolds
numbers, i. e. 230e3, 290e3 are in good agreement with the higher value of Tim-
mer (i. e. 300e3). In the stall region is observed a general trend in under-estimate
the maximum lift coefficient, circumstance that could be related to the influence
that the turbulence intensity has on the stall lift peak, while the stall onset angle
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of attack seems to be for each Reynolds number investigated coherently located
with would should be expected. A difference of about 0.1 in lift coefficient is
observed in post-stall region, with no dependence on Reynolds number as con-
firmed by Timmer’s results too.
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Figure 102: NACA 0018 comparison with Delft experiments for drag coefficient: force
meas.  Re = 115e3,© Re = 230e3, 4 Re = 290e3
−− Timmer (wake rake) Re = 150e3, −4− Timmer (wake rake) Re = 300e3
Concerning, instead, the drag coefficient vs AoA clearly no direct comparison
could be made for the low angle of attack region because of force measurements
availability only. However, these same force measurements are more confident
for post-stall region. The main difference here lies in the laminar bucket exten-
sion: our measurements via fore balance reproduce a laminar bucket extension
depending on Reynolds number, precisely with its width growing with an in-
crease in Reynolds number, while Delft measurements via pressure wake rake
observe a width constant with a 100% increase in Reynold number. Differences
no bigger than 0.05 are present in post-stall region.
Numerics against Delft
In Figure 103-104, respectively, the lift and drag coefficient vs AoA obtained from
numerical simulations are compared with those of Timmer form TU Delft.
Concerning the lift coefficient vs AoA some differences arise. In linear range,
i. e. angle of attack lower than 8 degrees, the lower Reynolds number investi-
gated, i. e. 115e3, exhibits a slightly lower lift coefficient with respect to the 150e3
Reynolds number of Timmer, as if the strength of laminar bubble present on the
airfoil is not as high as that experienced into experiments; the other two Reynolds
numbers, i. e. 230e3, 290e3 are in good agreement with the higher value of Tim-
mer (i. e. 300e3). In the stall region is observed a general trend in under-estimate
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Figure 103: NACA 0018 simulations compared to Delft experiments for lift coefficient:
num. — Re = 115e3, - - Re = 230e3, · · · Re = 290e3
−− Timmer (pressure) Re = 150e3, −4− Timmer (pressure) Re = 300e3
the maximum lift coefficient, while the stall onset angle of attack seems to be for
each Reynolds number investigated coherently located with would should be ex-
pected, nonetheless an abrupt reduction in lift coefficient is not experienced and
it involves between 3 and 4 degrees to attain the post-stall recovery value. A dif-
ference of about 0.1 in lift coefficient (under-estimation) is observed in post-stall
region, with no big dependence on Reynolds number as confirmed by Timmer’s
results too.
Concerning, instead, the drag coefficient vs AoA clearly in this case also a di-
rect comparison could be made for the low angle of attack region, that seems to
be in total agreement with the Delft measurements. The main difference here
lies in the laminar bucket extension as for our experiments too: our simulations
reproduce a laminar bucket extension depending on Reynolds number, precisely
with its width growing with an increase in Reynolds number, while Delft mea-
surements via pressure wake rake observe a width constant with a 100% increase
in Reynold number. Differences no bigger than 0.05 are present in post-stall
region.
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Figure 104: NACA 0018 simulations compared to Delft experiments for drag coefficient:
num. — Re = 115e3, - - Re = 230e3, · · · Re = 290e3
−− Timmer (wake rake) Re = 150e3, −4− Timmer (wake rake) Re = 300e3
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3.2.5 Effect of wind tunnel wall on blockage
In this section the effect of wind tunnel wall on blockage are investigated by
means of the repetition of the mid-span section pressure measurements similar
to those discussed in subsection 3.2.1 on page 40 with a different wind tunnel
facility, at out disposal in the Department of Aerospace Engineering, with an
open test section (see Figure 105).
Figure 105: Open test section wind tunnel facility detail
Recently some authors [84] have observed a far different behavior in their ex-
periments when comparing measurements derived from closed and open test
section wind tunnel facility. In their tests a big difference has been observed in
lift coefficient vs AoA around the secondary peak after post-stall recovery and
maximum drag coefficient at about 90 degrees. In Figure 106 and Figure 107 a
comparison between measurements of, respectively, lift and drag coefficient per-
formed in open and closed test section wind tunnel for a NACA 0015 airfoil at
Re = 209e3 is shown, as presented in [52, 84]. These results exhibit a fairly differ-
ent behavior with respect to other literature results for more than a reason: firstly,
the linear range seems to be characterized by a lower lift-curve slope than the one
typically prescribed for 2D measurements; secondly, they show a maximum lift
coefficient at stall definitely lower than that found in other literature data [60]
even if this circumstance could be easily addressed to the lower Reynolds num-
ber investigated. Worasinchai [84] explained this by assuming the truthfulness
of the hypothesis stated by Rainbird [52] concerning the affection that closed test
section measurements for blockage ratio lower than 15 could lead to lift and drag
coefficient estimation: in this case the blockage ratio is assumed to be defined as
H/c, whereH is the test section height, or in general the dimension perpendicular
to the tested wing model.
In Figure 106 is evident the big difference in linear range for both experimental
set-up with respect to the simple numerical solution given by the panel method
based external aerodynamic code XFOIL [17]. Such a dissimilar behavior could
be addressed to an intrinsic 3D effect derived from the experimental test arrange-
ment (they have removed the top and bottom test section panel within some
other little modifications to locate the model), or an effect of tripped condition
or extremely turbulent flow. In order to better understand this circumstance an
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Figure 106: NACA 0015 airfoil at Re = 209e3 lift coefficient vs AoA from Rainbird ex-
periments [52, 84]: — open test section, − − closed test section, · · · XFOIL
[17]
analogous investigation has been carried out in the open test section wind tun-
nel of the Department of Aerospace Engineering for both NACA 0018 and GT10
airfoils, for clean and tripped conditions.
In Figure 108-109 the lift coefficient vs AoA for the NACA 0018 airfoil at
Re = 230e3 for both clean and tripped condition is shown. Figure 108 clearly
reports that for the open test section test there is a consistent reduction in sec-
ondary peak for lift coefficient in both clean and tripped condition. As seen
also in Worasinchai and Rainbird results, even the measurements from our tests
exhibit a great difference in the linear range, where the angle of attack are low
and the lift-curve slope is lower than expected from 2D measurements or sim-
ulations. In order to exploit this point in Figure 109 a detailed portion of the
pre-stall and stall region is magnified: the grey circle enclosed the region where
the differences are more evident, and with increasing angle of attack also the
distinct behavior for stall onset. This aspect could be related to both 3D effects
or particularly high turbulence intensity: XFOIL code predict in case of higher
turbulence intensity or tripped on both upper and lower side airfoil condition a
reduction of the lift slope in linear range that seems to be compatible with what
observed in the experiments. The same situation has been observed also for dif-
ferent Reynolds, here not reported, and for a cambered different airfoil, namely
the GT10. However, because of the consistent difference already underlined here,
another wind tunnel test campaign in our closed test section wind tunnel facility
providing an arrangement for halve open test section in order to, restraining to
similar turbulent intensity condition, have better insight into this question.
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Figure 107: NACA 0015 airfoil at Re = 209e3 drag coefficient vs AoA from Rainbird
experiments [52, 84]: — open test section, − − closed test section
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Figure 108: Blockage effects on NACA 0018 lift coefficient vs AoA for Re = 230e3: —
closed test section clean, −×− closed test section tripped, − − open test section
clean, −×− open test section tripped
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Figure 109: NACA 0018 lift coefficient vs AoA detail in pre-stall and stall region for Re =
230e3: — closed test section clean, −×− closed test section tripped, − − open
test section clean, −×− open test section tripped
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3.3 GT10
The cambered airfoil GT10 developed at the Department of Industrial Engineer-
ing of University of Naples Federico II has been numerically investigated in clean
condition for a range of Reynolds numbers analogous to those employed for
NACA 0018 airfoil in section 3.2. No experimental results are available, thus no
indication of location for zigzag tape is available and so no tripped condition
have been replicated neither via numerical simulation.
3.3.1 Numerical simulations
In Figure 110 the lift coefficient vs AoA is shown. Only very little difference is
exhibited in terms of maximum lift coefficient attainable, an almost negligible
effects of Reynolds number could be observed in post-stall region.
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Figure 110: GT10 numerical lift coefficient vs AoA for clean case: — Re = 115e3, - -
Re = 230e3, · · · Re = 290e3
In Figure 111 the drag coefficient vs AoA is shown. Only very little difference
is exhibited in terms of maximum drag coefficient attainable, an almost negligible
effects of Reynolds number could be observed in post-stall region.
In Figure 112 the aerodynamic efficiency vs AoA is shown. The great difference
is exhibited in the low angle of attack region, an almost negligible effects of
Reynolds number could be observed in post-stall region. In order to exploit the
difference with theoretical flat plate behavior, in Figure 113 a detailed portion is
provided in order to emphasize the point where the attachment of the post-stall
Viterna-Corrigan model should be placed under Tangler [73] assumptions.
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Figure 111: GT10 numerical drag coefficient vs AoA for clean case: — Re = 115e3, - -
Re = 230e3, · · · Re = 290e3
GT10 synoptic table
In this paragraph a synoptic table for the GT10 airfoil is presented in order
to summarize the main aerodynamic characteristics for clean condition derived
from numerical analysis.
Parameter Re = 115e3 Re = 230e3 Re = 290e3
α0L (deg) −3.4 −3.7 −3.9
CL,α (deg−1) 0.0897 0.1010 0.1052
Emax (-) 27.2532 39.8831 47.9415
αEmax (deg) 6 6 4
CL,max (-) 1.1467 1.1910 1.2776
αCL,max (deg) 12 16 14Table 11: GT10 synoptic table for aerodynamic characteristics
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Figure 112: GT10 numerical aerodynamic efficiency coefficient vs AoA for clean case: —
Re = 115e3, - - Re = 230e3, · · · Re = 290e3, − ·− flat plate
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Figure 113: GT10 numerical aerodynamic efficiency coefficient vs AoA for clean case, a
detail: — Re = 115e3, - - Re = 230e3, · · · Re = 290e3, − ·− flat plate
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3.3.2 Post-stall modelling
In this subsection are presented the results of a comparison between the numeri-
cal simulations and the post-stall models already described in section 2.2 taking
advantage of what already shown in subsection 3.2.3, i. e. limiting our discussion
only to a single Reynolds number, namely the higher one 290e3, because of the
only little difference among the three in terms of both lift and drag coefficient be-
havior with respect to the angle of attack. Having many models to compare with
the numerics, in the following figures the results derived from CFD simulations
are indicated with a square (like this ), typically used for experiments data.
In Figure 114-115 the lift coefficient against AoA is shown for the higher
Reynold number for both aspect ratio values equal to 50 and 10. The case
considering an intermediate aspect ratio value equal to 30, comprised between
the bi-dimensional case and the geometrical value, is exploited for all the three
Reynolds number in Figure 116-117-118 showing again the better agreement of
the Viterna-Corrigan model attached to the post-stall beginning point with re-
spect to all the other.
In Figure 119-120 the drag coefficient against AoA is shown for the higher
Reynold number for both aspect ratio values equal to 50 and 10. The case
considering an intermediate aspect ratio value equal to 30, comprised between
the bi-dimensional case and the geometrical value, is exploited for all the three
Reynolds number in Figure 121-122-123 showing again the better agreement of
the Viterna-Corrigan model attached to the post-stall beginning point with re-
spect to all the other. For the drag coefficient, as already seen for the NACA
0018 airfoil the suggested aspect ratio for post-stall extrapolation remains the
bi-dimensional value, namely AR = 50.
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Figure 114: GT10 comparison of lift coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-stall
model at Re = 290e3 with AR = 50 for clean condition:  exp., — Flat Plate,
− − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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Figure 115: GT10 comparison of lift coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-stall
model at Re = 290e3 with AR = 10 for clean condition:  exp., — Flat Plate,
− − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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Figure 116: GT10 comparison of lift coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-stall
model at Re = 115e3 with AR = 30 for clean condition:  exp., — Flat Plate,
− − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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Figure 117: GT10 comparison of lift coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-stall
model at Re = 230e3 with AR = 30 for clean condition:  exp., — Flat Plate,
− − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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Figure 118: GT10 comparison of lift coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-stall
model at Re = 290e3 with AR = 30 for clean condition:  exp., — Flat Plate,
− − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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Figure 119: GT10 comparison of drag coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-stall
model at Re = 290e3 with AR = 50 for clean condition:  exp., — Flat Plate,
− − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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Figure 120: GT10 comparison of drag coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-stall
model at Re = 290e3 with AR = 10 for clean condition:  exp., — Flat Plate,
− − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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Figure 121: GT10 comparison of drag coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-stall
model at Re = 115e3 with AR = 30 for clean condition:  exp., — Flat Plate,
− − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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Figure 122: GT10 comparison of drag coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-stall
model at Re = 230e3 with AR = 30 for clean condition:  exp., — Flat Plate,
− − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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Figure 123: GT10 comparison of drag coefficient vs AoA for experiments and post-stall
model at Re = 290e3 with AR = 30 for clean condition:  exp., — Flat Plate,
− − VC up, −− VC low, − ·− VC f.p., · · · AERODAS
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4 CONCLUS IONS
In this work an both experimental and numerical investigation on post-stall char-
acteristics of airfoil for wind turbine blade operating at low Reynolds number
has been conducted. The NACA 0018 airfoil has been tested in the closed circuit
closed test section wind tunnel facility of the Department of Industrial Engineer-
ing of University of Naples Federico II. The range of Reynolds number is about
[1e5, 3e5], while the angle of attack is comprised between 0 and 110 degrees.
Both free and forced transition condition have been analyzed by means of zigzag
adoption on airfoil leading edge. Aerodynamic coefficient have been computed
with data coming from both force and pressure measurements deriving from
force balance and one instrumented section at the midspan of the tested model.
Has been observed a low reliability of the more recent post-stall model named
AERODAS (developed by Spera [66]): many comparisons with both experimen-
tal and numerical simulations shown a very poor agreement concerning, in par-
ticular, the lift coefficient distribution in post-stall where the magnitude of the
computed lift secondary peak lies quite above what has been observed with CFD
analysis and measured in the wind tunnel.
The Viterna-Corrigan model has generally shown a better agreement with ex-
periments with respect to the AERODAS model. However, it has been observed
that a different choice of the attachment point (in the plane α, CL) and aspect
ratio AR could lead to big differences especially for the lift coefficient distribu-
tion. In particular an intermediate value for the AR, between the ideal testing
condition (i.e. a 2D case, that corresponds to AR = 50 together with Viterna as-
sumptions) and the geometrical value, depending on the real tested model span
and chord size (in this case AR = 10), lead to a very good agreement between
analytical extrapolation and the results coming from both experiments and nu-
merical simulations. This could be addressed to the intrinsic 3D flow condition
present at large angle of attack (i.e. around 45 deg) where mushroom shaped
stall cells are located on all the wing span, so that a strong dependence on AR
is present. However, the drag coefficient distribution still gives good results in
comparison with experiments for aspect ratio value corresponding to 2D case
(i.e. AR = 50). This could lead to a separated relationship for CL and CD with
respect to the aspect ratio AR in order to assess a slightly modified formulation
that would better describe the results from experiments. More experiments on
a cambered airfoil, namely the GT10 18% thickness airfoil developed by Depart-
ment of Aerospace Engineering of University of Naples Federico II, are needed
to constitute a more robust basis for such hypothesis.
The CFD simulations performed on NACA 0018 airfoil has shown a fairy good
agreement with respect to the experiments. The stall behavior is well captured
in terms of maximum lift coefficient, while the abrupt decrease of the same co-
efficient after the stall is, for all the Reynolds numbers considered, is not good
described because of a delay on stall onset seen by numerical simulations to-
gether with a more gradually decrease of the CL. Analogously, the drag coeffi-
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cient show a similar laminar bucket region, in comparison with TU Delft data
because of no pressure rake wake measurements taken in our experiments, with
a delay of stall onset induced drag coefficient increase for all the Reynolds num-
bers analyzed. The post-stall behavior is instead fairy good captured by the
numerical simulations for all the Reynolds numbers considered: this is a very
promising alternative to Viterna extrapolation when still some uncertainties re-
main concerning the exact point of attachment of the analytical method to the
data from experiments and, moreover, 3D effects on lift coefficient distribution,
due to not 2D nor geometrical aspect ratio value as stated before, could lead
to unacceptable differences with respect to experiments, and in our case also to
2D numerical simulations. This would favourably improve the design of passive
stall controlled HAWT, although the computational and numerical solution as-
sessment time required by CFD method would sound not so good as the simple,
almost no time, application of Viterna method. The requirement for a very fine
tuned aerodynamic useful in critical off-design operation would be the threshold
in deciding which one should be preferred.
NACA 0018 airfoil has undergone a numerical analysis considering the intro-
duction of a step shaped zigzag tape within the computational grid. For all the
Reynolds numbers investigated the difference in stall behavior is generally well
captured with respect to the experiments: the step geometry introduced clearly
reduce the maximum lift coefficient attainable resulting also in a delayed stall
onset with a more smooth decrease of the same coefficient before the post-stall
portion that leads to the secondary peak. Because of no pressure rake wake mea-
surements taken in our experiments, nothing could be stated about the drag coef-
ficient at low angle of attack regime, and only a pure numerical simulations with
and without the step-shaped zigzag tape could be presented. As indicated by the
experiments in clean and tripped condition, no big differences in lift coefficient
distribution in post-stall region is present between the numerical simulations
with and without the zigzag tape, and again they are both in fairy good agree-
ment with the experiments. This evidence would favourably affect the prediction
of a wind turbine whose blades are far from maintenance period for which dirty
leading edge region lead to lower performance, and so a better evaluation of
energy extraction capability and further the payback time for this machine.
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The transport equations are:
DkT
Dt
= PkT + RBP + RNAT −ωkt −DT
∂
∂xj
[(
ν+
αT
σk
)
∂kT
∂xj
] (A.1)
DkL
Dt
= PkL + RBP + RNAT −DL +
∂
∂xj
[
ν
∂kL
∂xj
]
(A.2)
Dω
Dt
= Cω1
ω
kT
PkT +
(
CωR
fW
− 1
)
ω
kT
(RBP + RNAT )
−Cω2ω
2 +Cω3fωαT f
2
W
√
kT
d3
+
∂
∂xj
[(
ν+
αT
σω
)
∂ω
∂xj
]
.
(A.3)
In the ω equation, the fully turbulent production, destruction, and gradient
transport terms (first, third, and fifth terms on the right-hand side of Eq. A.3) are
analogous to the similar terms in the kT and kL equations and are similar to terms
that appear in other k−ω model forms. The transition production term (second
term on right-hand side) is intended to produce a reduction in turbulence length
scale during the transition breakdown process. The production of turbulent and
laminar kinetic energy by mean strain is modelled as:
PkT = νT ,sS
2 (A.4)
PkL = νT ,lS
2. (A.5)
The “small-scale” eddy-viscosity is defined as
νT ,s = fνfINTCµ
√
kT ,sλeff (A.6)
where kT ,s is the effective small-scale turbulence
kT ,s = fSSfWkT . (A.7)
The kinematic wall effect is included through an effective (wall limited) turbu-
lence length scale λeff and damping function fW
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λeff = min (Cλd, λT ) (A.8)
λT =
√
kT
ω
(A.9)
fW =
(
λeff
λT
)
. (A.10)
The viscous wall effect is incorporated through the viscous damping function,
which is computed in terms of the effective turbulence Reynolds number
fν = 1− exp
(
−
√
ReT
Aν
)
(A.11)
ReT =
f2WkT
νω
. (A.12)
The shear-sheltering effect discussed in the previous subsection is included in
the damping function
fSS = exp
[
−
(
CSSνΩ
kT
)2]
. (A.13)
The turbulent viscosity coeffcient Cµ is defined to satisfy the realizability con-
straint following Shih et al. [61]
Cµ =
1
A0 +As
(
S
ω
) . (A.14)
The effect of intermittency on the turbulence production is included through
an empirical intermittency damping function
fINT = min
(
kL
CINTkTOT , 1
)
. (A.15)
The production of laminar kinetic energy kL is assumed to be governed by
the large-scale near-wall turbulent fluctuations [81], based on the correlation of
pretransitional fluctuation growth with freestream low-frequency wall-normal
turbulent fluctuations [80, 33]. The large-scale turbulence contribution is
kT ,l = kT − kT ,s, (A.16)
where the small-scale contribution is defined by Eq. A.7. The production term
is
PkL = νT ,lS
2, (A.17)
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where
νT ,l = min
{
fτ,lCl1
(
Ωλ2eff
ν
)√
tT ,lλeff
+βTSCl2ReΩd2Ω,
0.5 · (kL + kT ,l)
S
} (A.18)
The limit is applied to ensure satisfaction of the realizability constraint for the
total Reynolds stress contribution. The production term is comprised of two
parts - the first addresses the development of Klebanoff modes and the second
addresses self-excited (i.e., natural) modes, with
ReΩ =
d2Ω
ν
(A.19)
βTS = 1− exp
(
−
max ReΩ −CTS,crit, 0
ATS
)
(A.20)
fτ,l = 1− exp
[
−Cτ,l
kT ,l
λ2effΩ
2
]
. (A.21)
The anisotropic (near-wall) dissipation terms for kT and kL take a common
form
DT = ν
∂
√
kT
∂xj
∂
√
kT
∂xj
(A.22)
DL = ν
∂
√
kL
∂xj
∂
√
kL
∂xj
. (A.23)
The turbulent transport terms in the kT and ω equations include an effective
diffusivity αT deïnˇA˛ned as
αT = fνCµ,std
√
kT ,sλeff. (A.24)
The boundary layer production term (intended to reproduce proper behavior
of the boundary layer wake region) includes a kinematic damping function of the
form
fω = 1− exp
[
−0.41 ·
(
λeff
λT
)4]
. (A.25)
The remaining terms in the transport equations are related to the laminar-to-
turbulent transition mechanism in the model. As mentioned above, transition
occurs as a transfer of energy from kL to kT , with a concurrent reduction in
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A0 = 4.04 CINT = 0.75 Cω1 = 0.44
As = 2.12 CTS,crit = 1000 Cω2 = 0.92
Aν = 6.75 CR,NAT = 0.02 Cω3 = 0.3
ABP = 0.6 Cl1 = 3.4 · 10−6 CωR = 1.5
ANAT = 200 Cl2 = 1.0 · 10−10 Cλ = 2.495
ATS = 200 CR = 0.12 Cµ,std = 0.09
CBP,crit = 1.2 Cα,θ = 0.035 Prθ = 0.85
CNC = 0.1 CSS = 1.5 σk = 1
CNAT ,crit = 1250 Cτ,l = 4360 σω = 1.17Table 12: Constants value for kT − kL −ω model.
turbulence length scale from the freestream value to the value found in an equi-
librium turbulent boundary layer. The model terms RBP and RNAT appear with
opposite signs in the kT and kL equations and represent bypass and natural tran-
sition, respectively. The model forms are
βBP = 1− exp
(
−
φBP
ABP
)
(A.26)
φBP = max
[(
kT
νΩ
−CBP,crit
)
, 0
]
(A.27)
βNAT = 1− exp
(
−
φNAT
ANAT
)
(A.28)
φNAT = max
[(
ReΩ −
CNAT ,crit
fNAT ,crit
)
, 0
]
(A.29)
fNAT = 1− exp
(
−CNC
√
kLd
ν
)
. (A.30)
Note that the function fNAT ,crit is included so that the amplitude of the pre-
transitional fluctuations influences the initiation of natural transition in an appro-
priate manner. The turbulent viscosity used in the momentum equations is the
sum of the small-scale and large-scale contributions defined above.
νT = νT ,s − νT ,l, (A.31)
In Table 12 there is a summary of all model’s constants values.
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